4000 DATING TIPS
Volume One
Amazing, shocking and diverse dating tips from thousands of actual dating site users
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FORWARD
This is a self-evolving book. Add your tips and pass it on.
This is the information they never taught you in school.
Many of these points of advice conflict with other points of advice. This proves how different people
can be between each other. This also proves that men and women can have two totally different
perceptions about the same incident or concept.
This book was created to educate. It will horrify you, shock you, amaze you, enlighten you and clearly
illuminate the fact that everybody has different assumptions about how-things-should-work in social
interaction. You will be moved by how different each gender thinks about different things but it is
better to know what you are heading into than not.
Depending on the social programming by your parents, your college clique, your work mates, your
sports buddies and your religion, you may agree or disagree with each person’s suggested tip. Keep an
open mind and consider that past experiences may have created different causes for each person’s ‘tip’.
The quotes alternate between bold and non-bolded text as each author changes.
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The Tips, From Different Daters, Both Male and Female:
“Be very careful on dating sites. I have read the newspaper articles and am being cautious. I have
encountered a veritable army of Nigerian scammers, privacy data thieves, Russian spammers and
spies on the dating site. On top of that there are tens of thousands of newspaper articles warning
about this. Additionally, nothing that you engage in with a stranger you are considering for possible
intimacy will be valid over a computer, phone or text device. It isn't being paranoid if it is based on
actual experience and vast documentation by the rest of America. 60 MINUTES just did a feature
segment on how data thieves can get all your stuff with just your full name and a picture they can
run through image-comparison software. They do it all day long.”
“ You just joined one of the top 5 dating sites. You message some attractive ladies right near you. You
get some responses. Alas, you don't realize that those "hot ladies", now messaging with you, are
actually all a guy with a goatee, named Wu Lee, in the Philippines. While you see lots of talk about
these dating services, "not allowing fake profiles", they are, in fact, the ones who hire the "shill Farms"
to supply them with the fake date experiences. They only use them for guys because women always get
flooded with actual guys contacting them. Many of the pictures are from the ex-websites of dead
Russian hookers. The first red flags:
- Your date is out "of the area for a few weeks", or longer, on a trip or some big project so that a real
person doesn't actually have to show up.
- They have some other excuse to not meet you for a few weeks. The psychology is that no guy will wait
that long and move on to the next candidate. Alas, the next candidate , and the next, and the next, is,
more often than not, that same guy Wu Lee. If you are savvy enough to track them in your calender and
follow-up a few days after they are supposed to "return to town", they will tell you that they just
happened to have met someone on their trip.
- They won't talk on the phone. While talking to a person on a dating site is very comforting, the Shill
Farms have escalation Teams that route phone call requests to sex phone operators, with your local
accent, who do double duty as fake phone dates and fake sex call takers. Even if you talk on the phone,
it still is not guaranteed that you don't have a shill.
- The shill starts asking you very specific detailed personal data about yourself. In real world dating,
nobody asks that kind of stuff before their first date. You look at each other, decide if you both look OK
and off you go to the movies or dinner that Saturday. The reason the shills want detailed data on you is
that the Shill Farm bosses make money from both providing fake profiles AND harvesting your private
data for data harvesting banks.
- They try to keep you on the site for as long as possible. The Shill Farmer has a third way of making
money off of you. It is called "Spoofing". The more volumes of people the dating site can show for their
subscriptions and advertisers, the more money they can make.
- They won't meet. For most people, the purpose of a dating site is to meet someone you can hug,
squeeze, kiss and go do things with. It should seem odd to you, if your potential date won't meet in
person ASAP. If they were real, you would think they would want to see how both of you are, in-person,
before wasting time. Here are some key terms and types to watch out for: “Shill”- A person pretending
to be someone else, or another gender, in order to suck you in to some scheme to get your money or
your data; Shill Farm - A large building, apartment complex, warehouse or other building where large
numbers of shills are base; “Shill Farmer” - The owner of the Shill Farm. Often Russian mobsters,
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Asian gangs or Nigerian cartels; “Dating Harvester” - Match.com, Plenty of Fish, OK Cupid and
similar automated conglomerate-owned dating services that are in the business for far different
reasons than you might think; “Trolling” - Working the pretext to try to get the victim/target guy sucked
into the scheme. Using different scenarios and talking scripts to get the target to loosen their guard;
“Cat Fishing” - Men pretending to be women; “Spoofing” - creating fake user volume numbers in
order to help dating sites trick advertisers into paying more...”

“Every date potential I have ever talked to on the phone wants to meet me. I "give good phone", but
that has nothing to do with the "chemistry" reaction the other person will have in person. In online
meetups, it is entirely about the in-person reaction that others have. Nothing you do in email, text or
phone will count, once you meet in-person. It will all go out the window (ie: as sad as it sounds, precommunication is a waste-of-time in online dating, because people decide on attraction in the first
few minutes of the live meeting). “
“there are no rules in dating, just do what feels good...”
"All of the men are looking for sex and all of the women are looking for free dinners"
"Do not send more than a few emails or talk on the phone more than 45 minutes without meeting in
person. The human mind will always create a bigger-than-life image of who you think you are talking
to and it will be impossible for the other person to live up to that. You will set yourself up for
disappointment and your experience here will always be unproductive. The longer you wait, the more
likely you are to be disappointed because the vision and the real-world don't match."
"The Internet dating process can be both exciting and heartbreaking.. You will meet tons of
beautiful, sexy, sharp people that you would, at first blush, be able to visualize yourself being
boy/girl-friended with, or married to. This can be very painful, though, if you have had great email
and phone calls and both decided you really like each other. But the ones you like may tell you, right
on the spot, that they are not attracted to you and the ones that want you strongly, you may not be
attracted to. Prepare yourself and try to have no expectations, but don't deny that "chemistry"
makes up to 25% of the first encounter and if there is no chemistry, it usually seems to fritter away
rapidly"
"Most of the internet people will select one of the first few people they meet because they get
overloaded after more people contact them. Most people, women more than men, get 30 to 200
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responses and just get burned out after the first dozen meetings. The first people one meets tend to stick
out in that persons mind more because the others start blending together in the density of increasing
contacts, emails, phones calls and meetings. If you don't meet soon you will often be buried in the
confusion that follows as the increasing volume of email contacts builds up. Most of relationships on
match turn out to be with one of the first few people one meets according to the survey. If people are
trying to meet quickly, they are probably trying to get in to your "emotional window" before it closes."
" Many of the people on there are just dabblers, or looky-loo's who never intend to meet anybody in
person, some of them are even marketing people for the dating service acting as "shills". Ask them
to meet soon to see if they are sincere."
"People who object to long initial letters or emails are really not interested in knowing anything about
the people they are contacting. They are often just looking for flings and distractions. If the people
can't deal with alot of information about you then they may not be interested in a long term
relationship(LTR) and could just be using the dating system for personal validation and not for
creating a relationship"
"Women tend to get 10 responses for every one response men get online."
"Most people go in with the best of intentions...thinking that a great mind/intellect connection will
make-up for any lacks in "chemistry"..but it has never turned out to be like that...everybody seems to,
ultimately, let chemistry rule. Looks are not the whole driver but they are always a non-insignificant
criteria."
"Bad breath can totally kill a date. How many losers have I been out with that would have been OK
except their breath made me ill. Take 4-5 "Breath Assure" tablets at least 30 minutes before the date
and eat an Altoid or some mint a few minutes before the date. Eat a little something before the date
because an empty stomach can cause bad breath. Brush your teeth. See your dentist and have your
teeth professionally cleaned."
"IF you are cute and you try to get off of the internet service they may not take you off very quickly
because you are attracting eyeballs or customers for them, you can get many free months from the
service if you work it right."
"Don't do internet dating unless you are prepared to meet people and you have from 6-10PM Free
every night, 30-90 minutes a day to read and respond to emails and at least half your weekend free
to meet a few people. I will not work for most people unless they make a commitment to the process,
feel that getting a special person is the most important priority in their lives (Over work, money,
material things, etc.)and really treat the effort like a job. Most people are completely surprised by
how much work is involved in this kind of dating. Many people select one of the first few people they
meet just to avoid the time-drain. But, when you meet the person that you want to be with, it makes it
all worth it ten times over."
"When you first notice something you don't like about the person, don't run away or write them off, you
must remember that you are operating in a hyper-accelerated dating environment (Where else would
you meet 20 guys in 60 days?), in the "normal world" you would be looking for all these checklist items
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or first a validating red-flag to write them off as a stalker/creep like you do here. The density of people
can be daunting but don't let it make you too clinical in your approach."
"Most dating systems forward from an anonymous email to your personal email. Be sure and set
your email system up so your emails pop up on your work desktop or on your home system to avoid
coming home at night and finding a plethora of responses and replies that you don't have time to
give proper attention to. That is unfair to you and to the people that are interested."
"I now want to meet as soon as possible because the "rejection intensity" seems to be less painful for
both people if you have not gotten emotionally involved with lots of phone calls and emails beforehand.
So it is important to meet as soon as possible to reduce the pain factor of the potential turndown. Of
course, if both of you happen to be attracted, then you are done and you get a boyfriend or girlfriend."
"Don't ask a person if they like you on the date. It puts them on the spot and is too harsh to hear live
and in person if they do not."
"The marketing people at each of the bigger dating services will tell you that the demographics for the
service are high-income, well educated, aggressive, driven business people. This can be both good and
bad. The women tend to be more sexually aggressive and the guys tend to be busier".
"Men lie more than women but they both lie. Men lie because they had bad upbringings, or they are
insecure or they are afraid. Men only lie about one thing so it is actually a misnomer to say men lie.
It is better to say "Men are Polyamory addicted". Men don't think they are doing anything wrong
unless there has been a very loud and official wedding or girlfriend/boyfriend-stage in the
relationship announcement. Men never think they are lying..they really don't, they just think that
the relationship isn't happening. Men think that women are too slow and careful and always
shopping for the right man so they always think women are not going to stick around and they
always keep their options open until a women clearly commits. Women think that men move too fast
so they wait for a slow one, but they rarely come. Both genders are wired different so it never really
works out until one or the other lets their defenses down."
"Don't attack people who ask you for a picture and do have a picture ready to go. Having a digital
picture ready to go is considered to be the number one "rule" of the web. Don't go online to date unless
you already have one on your hard drive or you will just be creating a terribly frustrating experience
for people you contact and most of them will be upset that you don't have a picture. The only difference
in meeting people on the web or in person is that you have no visual context. Most people make their
primary assessment based on appearance, even if they deny that they do, it is a natural human process
to seek visual confirmation. On the same note, don't judge a book by its cover. Many "pretty" people
who seek only "pretty" people often find shallowness and vanity and no substance for that very
relationship they seek...try a normal looking person, you will usually be surprised."
"There are no weirdos and no normal people on the internet. There aren't people at all, Just words
and text. You have to realize it is a digital environment and employ it as an initiation place and then
follow-up in the real-world. The unique thing about open network communication is that it has no
established social order or boundaries so people are naturally supported in their theatrical creation.
The difficult aspect of this is that there is nobody to reference you as you microscopically grow
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bigger or into other tangents of a character without even noticing it. So; people tend to be more
flexible with the facts or narrative because they feel like they are co-writing a novel with some
one in real time."
"Can girls and guys be "just Friends. (Harry met Sally) Yes, if neither is physically attracted to the
other. If one is and the other isn't it will almost never work. In the case of one person being attracted
but wanted to be friends, many of those people will either be in denial or embarrassed to acknowledge
their attraction."
"Realize that time doesn't exist on the internet. What is a timely response or an appropriate
development of social expectations will be too slow or too fast to the other person. Most internet
socializing tends to move at "warp speed"...because it can."
"Whether you're searching for romance in cyberspace or at a SpeedDating event, the rules can be
complicated and downright frustrating. Following are a few that real singles have used to navigate this
brave new world of dating:
- Rule No. 1: Asking a woman out for a Saturday night date is a big deal.
If you ask some women out for a Monday or even a Thursday evening, beware. You could have the
phone receiver slammed in your ear. "A woman takes it very seriously when she is not asked out on a
Saturday night," said Dawn Sidney, who met her husband at a Chicago Jewish federation event. "She
has a different attitude. She thinks the guy doesn't think she's special."
- Rule No. 2: Fools shouldn't rush in.
To Shawna Gooze, a human resources assistant, it doesn't matter what day of the week a guy wants to
see her. What happens after the date is more important. "I went out with a very good-looking, nice guy
I met at a bar, but he started e-mailing me so much after the first date, it was a turn-off," she said. "In
the beginning, it's better not to rush a relationship or come on too strong."
- Rule No. 3: When you move an online romance offline, go public.
When trying to find a date in cyberspace, a set of unwritten rules applies, and some online daters
simply make the rules up as they go along, according to Leslie Zimmer, who works for a Chicago-area
synagogue and has tried several Jewish online dating services.
Zimmer, whose online dating odyssey has most been both frustrating and humorous, followed two main
rules. First, she didn't disclose personal information such as home address, telephone number or work
location. Second, she met an online date at a public place such as a coffee shop or restaurant. She also
chose to have a few "phone dates" with an online dater before meeting him in person.
Hoping to attract a Jewish John Travolta, she began her personal ad with, "Shall we dance?" One guy
responded with a cute, clever message that discussed their common interest in dancing. For their first
date, they agreed to meet at local nightclub to show off some fancy footwork.
"There was definitely a chemistry," she said. "We spent three hours dancing, talking and laughing.
"After we danced, he just said, 'Good night.' I was dumbfounded. I happen to have a lot of moxie, so I
e-mailed him. He e-mailed back that he just didn't feel any chemistry. I thought, when he finds someone
with chemistry, it must be like an explosion!"
- Rule No. 4: If you're a woman seeking cyber-romance, don't be afraid to initiate the first cybercontact.
The anonymity of online dating makes it easier to sever a bad connection, said Michael Slater, 25, a
regional sales manager for a Chicago-based corporate relocation company. In other ways, it's leveled
the playing field by making it acceptable for a woman to initiate cyber-contact. "I know from several
friends using Jdate.com that women are e-mailing guys and asking them out," he said.
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- Rule No. 5: Seek advice from a trusted friend if you're stuck in the dating doldrums.
While it's clear the Internet has changed the rules of dating, some things never change. Singles still
seek advice and support from friends and family, said Slater, who is currently attached.
"Sometimes a friend will ask me what I think of a woman's profile, and I'll say, 'You're not going to
know unless you try.' They just need an extra boost to click that 'send' button," he said.
"I don't want to be known as a yenta [matchmaker], but I just give my friends a push in the right
direction. They've done the same for me."
- Rule No. 6: Unfortunately, there are no hard-and-fast formulas that guarantee romantic success,
except maybe: Love like you've never been hurt before, and be yourself"
"1.) Never give out more than your first name over the Internet. Never tell anyone your address.
2.) It is fairly safe to exchange phone numbers although you should remember that your phone
number can be used to find you. You can tell a lot about a person from their voice. If a person gives
you their work telephone number instead of their home telephone number, they are probably already
involved.
3.) If you have found someone you would like to meet, always arrange to meet in a public place such
as a bookstore or coffee shop.
4.) Unless, someone looks frightening, always acknowledge the person you came to meet and have
coffee or whatever. Never leave just because you don't like a person's appearance. It just isn't nice to
leave someone waiting and wondering!
5.) Be honest. If you are not interested thank the person for meeting you and tell them in a nice way
that you don't feel you have as much in common as you had hoped. A kind up front rejection is
easier on you both.
6.) Always ask to see the persons drivers license. If they hesitate or don't give you their
identification, they have their reason's. Get rid of them FAST! And, don't let them follow you home!
7.) Call home or a friend and tell them the person's name, address and license number which is on
their license.
8.) A man has every right to request to see a woman's drivers license as well. There are a few dingy
women in this world.
9.) If a woman fails to ask for your ID don't date her. Find another one because the one who didn't
ask will show bad judgement in other aspects of life as well!
10.) In sexual matters follow the dictates of the religion of your preference. You will always be glad
you did.
11.) Should you decide to become physically involved, never do so until you know the person well.
12.) You do not know a person well until you have seen them in their normal environment and have
met their friends. Practice safe sex!
13.) If a person seems to have no friends or associations be very suspicious. A person will rarely
abuse someone known to their friends. There is a social price to pay.
14.) Always trust your instincts. If you are uneasy about someone there is probably a good reason.
15.) Remember, that all you owe anyone on the first meeting, is courtesy for a very short period of
time. You have a lot to gain and very little to lose by meeting new people as long as you use common
sense!"
"1. "Never love a man or woman more than you love yourself.
2. You must have attitude. Attitude is everything. Think of yourself as compelling, irresistible, and
captivating because that's what you are!
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3. Your attitude about yourself and how you expect others to treat you comes through in everything you
do.
4. Know and play to your assets, know and downplay your deficits.
5. Women are the Queen Bees. It's a woman's job to attract men. Men are the wannabes. They wannabe
with women. So ladies, let them. Men find women, women don't find men. Women let themselves be
found.
6. Men troll and hunt for women. Women attract and magnetize men.
7. For women: You only love the men who love you. It is your job to attract lots of men and then choose
from the ones you have attracted.
8. For women: Want a relationship? Stop acting like an alpha female and start behaving like Annie Get
Your Guy. Alpha females are smart, sexy, successful and usually alone, because tough, fierce,
competitive, and masculine energy only works in business. Annie Get Your Guy is soft, foxy not fierce,
receptive, always feminine, and is the chasee never the chaser.
9. In relationships, men want women to act like women, so they can act like men.
10. For men: You are a hero. Accept nothing less from a woman than being "her hero."
11. In dating, know what you want and what the other person wants. Make sure you are both going in
the same direction.
12. The secret to a relationship is: know what each player wants and then give it to them. Men want to
be admired and respected. Women want to be cherished and adored, because that makes them feel safe.
Good relationships are the result of giving all the players what they want.
13. Feelings are important. Men want to feel they are winning in a relationship. Women want to feel
safe.
14. Don't rely on a make-over to find happiness. Give up the thought "I love you, you're perfect, now
change." Accept "as is" the person you're in the relationship with.
15. Keep your heart open. For those who think war is hell, they should try dating. In dating, your heart
may get hurt, but as long as it's open, there is room to let someone in. Love has no place to go when a
heart is closed down.
16. Go on every new date and into every new relationship with the attitude that this could be "the one."
As long as you think about past relationships, that's how all your relationships will be. "
"It is the 2000's and it is a whole different ball game than the 1970-s to 1999. You must ask your
date to get an HIV/AIDS/STD test and show you the test results. It takes 4 days for a really
expensive test to come back and 30 days for a full test result. They need to show you tests taken 30
days since the last person they slept with. It is not only appropriate it is REQUIRED, ESSENTIAL
and Expected that you ask somebody on the first to third dates, if there is any sexual interest. It is
each persons responsibility to discuss this stuff immediately. If you don't do it YOU CAN DIE
FROM SEX. Look at the statistics. AIDS is killing more and more mainstream "average"
Americans monthly."
"Don't discuss emotional issues in email. They will almost always be misinterpreted. Hence the smiley
faces: ;-) :-) etc. Never have a fight or misunderstanding via email or you are done for. Context is
not apparent in email."
"Many people confuse "Cute" for "Love". We are all conditioned by the media to find people with
perfect features to be desirable. The pressure of being Cute all the time makes men and women who
are "cute" go a little nuts, so it is hard to find cute AND sane at the same time. Try to see the
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attraction in normal people and realize that the attraction to "cute" can sometimes last only as long
as the newness of the new cute person."
"Guys talk about sex 70% more than most women. It is genetic memory-burned into their brains. Many
guys, though, use sex as emotional validation but they are incapable of admitting it, the rest are just
horny. Society has programmed men to feel afraid to show sensitivity because it might make them look
weak or gay. If you talk about sex in email or on the phone, before you meet, and you both seem to be
equally interested in it, it will probably, then, never happen because you did that. By building it up in
advance you create a psychological fantasy which your mind will always make bigger than reality can
possibly live up to. When you meet and find out that neither of you are the "Fabio" or "Miss America"
(..fill in name of whoever floats your boat) of your assumptive projections then your boat is sunk."
"Most people find the picture issue necessary but disconcerting. Many people's friends tell them
they are not photogenic and never look the same from shot to shot. Most people look better in person
than in a picture unless a modeling studio shot them. You can't really tell what a person looks like
unless you have seen 5-6 different pictures in different settings."
"Many "socially-beautiful" men & women are conditioned to only go out with GQ/FratHouse looking
people. These people have been taught that it is all about facial balance, symmetry and small featured
proportion; the majority of the real world does not have that symmetry. Frat House/Sorority people are
singled out by a culture and guided to ...Frat Houses and Sororities for reinforcement from commonculture types.! If only we could stop and look deeper than the shell..but those social imprints and media
conditionings represent strong mnemonic triggers."
"Avoid the "Sherlock Holmes" technique. Many people feel that they have to squeeze as much
information out and draw conclusions about that information in the first date. Don't make
assumptions or second-guess others. If somebody responds to one question you ask with a lengthy
answer about food, work, cars, etc; don't assume that they are obsessed with one or the other. They
may just be a long-winded or detailed communicator or they may just feel obligated to try to give you
as much info as possible about something you showed interest in. Try to adopt a flexible attitude in
assessing a persons process based on one initial meeting."
"Cosmo advises that previous marriage should be an issue but the US census shows us that the
Likelihood of new marriages ending in divorce is 50%. If your potential date has not been married,
facts now show that they may have been smarter and more dedicated to a permanent relationship
potential by waiting until after their 30's. Others have just not met the right person and hold the ideal
partner dream firm. Some have asked people to marry them but the other person said no. So, not being
married after 30 does not mean, today, what it might have meant in your parents times."
This might be funny for you, or it might not. I found this card at a Hallmark display:
Bad Date #132: He likes you. You don't like him. He says he'll call and does.
Bad Date #133: You like him. He doesn't like you. He says he'll call and doesn't.
Bad Date #134: You like him. He likes Jim. He dresses better than you.
Bad Date #135: He wears too much aftershave. He flirts more with the waitress than with you.
But that's a good thing.
Bad Date #136: He talks all night about his ex. Then he cries.
Bad Date #137: You like him a lot. He likes you a lot. Then he changes his mind.
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I've been on all of those, and then some. My friend pointed out that the existence of that card means
that it happens to loads of us. Somehow that thought should make us feel better, right?"
"Rule One: Sexual intercourse changes every rule. Nudity of one party or both parties can in some
cases modify the rules.
Rule Two: Every rule has an exception or two or three.
Rule Three: The ambulance-chaser rule. There is an appropriate waiting period after someone breaks
up before you can ask them out. I am unsure as to exactly what this waiting period is, but I know it is
longer than five minutes and shorter than a month.
Rule Quatro: The rebound rule. Never, ever date people who are not over their last significant other.
This is bad. You will be forced to listen to stories of love lost and told you can't go to Applebee's
because he used to take her there.
Signs she is still holding a flame: She refers to his current girlfriend as the whore from KU, and she is
mysteriously busy on weekends he is in town.
Rule Five: As Olympia Dukakis said in "Moonstruck," "Don't shit where you eat." Try your hardest not
to date anyone you work with.
Teachers should not date students. Bartenders should not date servers. Checkers should not date
baggers.
The only possible exception to this rule is if the individual you wish to date works in a different
department or section of the organization than you. Even then, use extreme caution.
Rule Six: The I'll-call-you rule. Men seem to have a particularly hard time with this one.
Let's say after a night of conversation, a woman gives you her number and tells you to give her a call.
It is appropriate to call the next day; you will not seem too anxious.
This first call should be a casual call, and you should include your name and the location of your first
encounter so she can definitely identify you.
You may at the time of this first call express your intent to call again later in the week with plans for a
date.
Rule Seven: The sisters, aunts, cousins and mothers of women you have dated are off-limits unless you
live in Arkansas or certain counties in Mississippi.
Her best friend is a no-no, as well as the sisters, aunts, cousins and mothers of any of your friends.
The rule that is eight: The rule of who pays. The man.
To hell with women's liberation. If you are the man, and I am sure you know how to tell, you will be
footing the bill unless otherwise arranged before the date. In same-sex relationships the person who
asks for the date pays.
Ninth in the list of rules: Follow your heart. Rules are meant to be broken. We can't all be as lucky as
ferrets, but if you bite someone in just the right place you might get lucky. "
"Guys and gals of all ages... I want to say that whomever you fall for, regardless if their dorky,
popular, weird, smart, crazy, etc.. don't be pressured by the stereotypes of high school! Open your
heart and be honest about your feelings. When one person breaks those "Rules of dating in high
school", it can give everyone else the courage to break those silly dumb pathetic rules as well. I
know it's even harder when you're getting pressure from your friends. Especially if you're honest
and, for instance our one of the "popular guys" and then you say to your buddies that you like that
little chubby girl in your Math class, and everyone is like,"Dude... you like HER?!" Then of course
you turn bright red and deny it. But if they're true friends, then they'll back you on what you believe.
Stereotypes are nasty evil things... and deep down... most of us don't believe them... and most of us
wish we could go against them... but we're afraid. Therefore, I suggest we all work on it together.”
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Next time the dorky girl or guy, popular girl or guy, crazy girl or guy, etc... comes up to you, instead of
jumping to conclusions about who they are based on what they've been "labeled" by the school, reach
out your hand to them.... who knows, you might meet that Mr. or Mrs. Right of your dreams. And my
last point.... don't try so hard to go searching for love when you're young. While their are the
percentage of people that do meet in high school and get married, chances are, it doesn't work. You
have your life ahead of you to meet that special person for you. Enjoy high school and meet friends of
all social cliques, and don't concentrate so much on whether or not someone is going to accept you or
not accept you. Just be yourself."
"Cowboys. Though I have nothing against cowboys per se; I just don't want to date one. I'd even
venture to bet that line dancing is a joyful activity, good exercise even, but again, not for me.
Seatbelts. I admire a man who uses a seatbelt. It says a lot about him. Like the fact that he enjoys his
life and wants it to continue.
Transportation. I admire a man who actually has a car. Having to pick a guy up is a little fishy. Due
to the complete dearth of mass transportation in Brainerd, it can often mean there's been some
trouble with the law.
Glasses. I'm quite particular about the issue of glasses. Small and the right shape work well for me,
but if they go anywhere near a square and over three to four inches tall, my enthusiasm dwindles.
(I'm quite aware of how shallow I'm sounding. Really, I'm a decent sort. Large, square glasses are
fine for my uncle or my grandpa or the grocer, but in terms of a potential mate, they're not my
ideal.)
Smells matter. As it turns out, metallic licorice types of smells do not appeal to me. Neither do
excessively manly colognes. Clean, soapy scents or woodsy, incensy campfire types of smells do
appeal to me.
Shoes. Again, I realize I'm showing the shallow side of myself here, but cowboy boots that make a
man appear to be teetering on high heels don't do it for me. Solid loafers that don't make clicking
noises on the floor work nicely. I'm OK with certain types of sandals. And outdoorsy boot-shoes
work for me big time. Call me crazy.
Hair. This is a very precise category. Feel free to take notes if you must. A man who spends a lot of
time on his hair does not appeal to me. My motto is hair can be gorgeous without lots of work.
(Motto may be a bit strong, but the thought has crossed my mind.) While I'm not sure gorgeous is an
adjective that can be used to describe my hair; at least I don't end up spending inordinate amounts
of time in front of the mirror, cursing and wracked with self-doubt. I can get my cursing and selfberatement done in about five minutes. Any man who spends more time than it takes to watch an
episode of Boy Meets World, back combing, teasing or adding products of a fruity nature to his hair
turns me off. Not unlike the issue of glasses, the hair should not be more than three or four inches
in height.
Lack of hair. This works. Only if the hair that does exist is not used to overcompensate for the lack
of. This shows a certain self-confidence. I also have found that long hair is not my favorite. It
should, however, be all one length. Layers or bilateral "hockey" cuts -- short on the top and sides
but long in the back -- do nothing for me. Actually, they make me want to run to the nearest
restroom labeled "does" or "bucks."
Height. This category is a freebie. I'm only 5 feet 1, so while I might be uncomfortable with a man
less than my height; statistically that does not occur very often. Other than that, I'm pretty open.
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Weight. Actually, I'm pretty flexible on this too. Mostly because I'm no Ally McBeal. Not only am I
not Ally McBeal, but sometimes I have seething anger about how Ally McBeal (i.e. the media's
representation of the ideal bulimic woman) can make me feel like the body I live in is wrong.
OK, so I guess Ally McBeal can't actually make me feel that way, but there's definitely a link of
some sort. So, in hopes that I will not be judged as harshly as I sometimes feel, I am pretty open
about size. I like men who are active yet are not obsessed with fitness or the size of their "pythons."
It is for this convoluted, irrational rationalization that weight is not an issue with me.
Questions. I need someone who asks them and then listens to the answers. Go figure. This in turn
makes me want to ask questions and have real conversations. A definite necessity.
Touching. Too much touching right away is confusing and not so good. No touching whatsoever is
also confusing. No real verdict on this one.
Reading. Let's just say this is a good thing. And no, I do not consider porn actual reading.
Age. So far, I've been dating men older than me. Some much older. Telling someone your real age is
good. Hedging and answers like "I believe you're as young as you feel" are not good signs.
Humor. As it turns out, this one of the biggest pluses by far. By humor, I don't really mean jokes.
Stand-up comedian wannabes who consider one person a way to try out new material do not appeal
to me. But a wry skepticism of the world at large is rather quite nice"
"1. In an imaginary world a kiss would signify the end of sexual tension and the beginning of a
relationship. In college, it means somebody's horny.
2. In an imaginary world, "I really like spending time with you" and "you're cool" mean I REALLY like
spending time with you and you ARE cool. In college, it means "will you fuck me?"
3. In an imaginary world, holding hands is the first sign of true love, in college it means someone is too
drunk to stand on their own.
4. In an imaginary world the guy buys dinner and a movie and kisses you goodnight at your front door.
In college, there is no such thing as a dinner and a movie and at the end of a date, most guys want a
hell of lot more that a kiss goodnight.
5. In an imaginary world, men aren't afraid to admit their feelings. In college, if you ask them what
they want or why they kissed you they respond, "Why do you think?" Refer to number one for
definition.
6. In an imaginary world, sleepovers are sleepovers. Just that. In college it's a fuckfest or pretty close
to it.
7. In an imaginary world the guy might call you the day after. In college, you're lucky if he
acknowledges your presence when you walk by. Or if they do call back, refer to number one again, for
the reason.
8. In an imaginary world even gorgeous guys are nice. In college, cute guys are asses, unattractive
men are desperate, and nice guys finish last.
9. In an imaginary world, sex is sacred and special. In college, it happens every night between drunk
strangers, who don't even know each others names.
10. In an imaginary world, men have only one girl, chickie, babe, woman. In college, you are the only
one, except for, Jodi, Jean, Alisha, Sara, Laura, Liz, Christy, Carrie, Jen, Mary, Katie, Jeff, Gretchen,
Andi…
“Why are these important if you aren't in college? Because college behavior almost never ends after
college!!!"
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"From the infamous "THE RULES":
1. Be a "creature unlike any other."
* Be confident.
* Act "as if..."
* Carry yourself with dignity
* Do your best to correct appearance flaws, but don't dwell on them.
* Be sweet and light
* Be restrained and courteous
2. Don't talk to a man first, and don't ask him to dance first.
* Don't hang around him, hoping he'll ask you to dance
3. Don't stare at men or talk too much
* Smile at the room in general
4. Don't meet him halfway or go dutch
5. Don't call him and rarely return his calls
* If he leaves a message on your answering machine to call him - don't
* If he only calls on your answering machine, turn it off
* If a man calls you on Friday night, don't answer - use your answering machine or caller ID
6. Always end calls first.
* Limit phone calls to about ten minutes
* Don't let him put you on hold. If he does, hang up
7. Don't accept a date for Saturday night after Wednesday
8. Fill up your time before a date
9. On dates 1, 2, and 3, dress nice, be nice, good-bye and go home.
* Don't fantasize before the date
* Treat it like a business appointment
* Be nonchalant/non-committal
* Play it safe. This man is still a stranger
* Time Limits:
o Meet for a drink: 2 hrs
o Dinner or movie: 4 hrs
10. Behave from date 4 to commitment
* Don't get too heavy about your feelings
* Keep unpleasant life issues to yourself
* Don't go into details about very personal subjects
* Act independent
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11. Always end the date first
* If he gets rude or hurtful on a date, don't try to work it out. Leave immediately
12. Stop dating him if he doesn't buy you a romantic gift on your birthday or valentine's day.
13. Don't see him more than once or twice a week.
* If you're engaged, you may date up to 3-4 times a week
14. No casual kissing on the first date
15. No sex before marriage
* Don't rush into intimate contact while dating
16. Don't tell him what to do
17. Let him take the lead in the relationship
* Don't say, "I love you," until he says, "I love you," first
18. Don't expect a man to change, or try to change him
* You can't treat a man like you treat your girlfriends
* Don't try to get them to talk about their feelings
* Immediately dump any guy who doesn't treat you well
19. Don't open up too fast
20. Be honest, but mysterious
* Don't let a man know about the Rules
21. Accentuate the positive in you
* Wear clothes that accentuate your best features.
* Be cheerful and optimistic
* Get a life
* Try to find fun alternatives to the "bar scene"
* Take advantage of personal ads, dating pages, and internet services, but always be positive in posted
ads.
22. Don't live with a man (or leave things in his apartment)
23. Don't even think about dating a married man.
24. Slowly involve him in your family
* Don't introduce him to your family until he introduces you to his
25. Practice, practice, practice! Get good at the Rules
* Go to as many social events and interesting public activities as possible.
* If you don't have a date on Friday night, go to some public place or event.
* Don't be afraid to go solo
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* When you meet a really attractive man, stay focused on the Rules
26. Even if you're engaged or married, you still need the Rules
* Engagement is not equivalent to commitment
* For a man, putting the ring on the finger and saying "I do" is commitment
27. Do the Rules, even when you're friends and family think it's nuts
28. Be Smart, and use the Rules while dating in High School
* If you have acne, do whatever it takes to get rid of it.
* If you have extra money, spend it on quality makeup and nice clothes.
* If you have a crush on a boy, dress feminine and let him make the first move. Don't be loud or try to
get his attention.
* Get in the habit of attending social events, but don't act bored or nervous.
* Don't have sex with boys.
* Don't smoke, drink alcohol, or take drugs.
* Stay active in sports.
* If a boy doesn't ask you to the Prom, don't ask him. Go with someone who asks you or go with a
group.
29. Take care of yourself, and use the Rules for dating in College
* Don't hang around, fruitlessly hoping some guy will notice you.
* Play it safe. Just because they're college guys doesn't mean they'll behave
* Concentrate on your studies
* Eat healthy
* Wear makeup and be fashionable and feminine
* Be involved in interesting extracurricular activities
* If you don't have a date on Friday and Saturday night, get out and socialize
* Get serious about your career goals. Nobody wants a loser
30. Next! and other Rules for dealing with rejection
* Don't personalize or blow a breakup out of proportion.
* Don't console yourself by eating.
* Get dressed up, put on your makeup, and go to the very next social event in town
* Don't lose your cool about him. Get over it
* Say "His loss" and "Next!"
31. Don't ever discuss the Rules with your therapist
* They don't live in the real world, so they just wouldn't understand
32. Don't ever break the Rules
* If you do break the Rules with a man, be prepared to write him off as a lost cause
* Don't dwell on the ones you may have lost by following the Rules, they aren't worth it.
33. Do the Rules and you'll live happily ever after
* Even if you don't get married right away, you'll be happier and more relaxed in your single life.
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34. Love only those who love you.
* You can afford to be picky
* You deserve to be treated with respect and dignity
* Immediately dump any guy who doesn't treat you well.
35. Be easy to live with
* Don't whine.
* See a professional to help you with your neuroses "
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The Alternative Rules "RULE #1: HAVE REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
Have you ever noticed that 95% of us seem to be chasing after the same 5%. I call them the "lucky
5%". They have no trouble meeting someone for a romantic relationship. They are blessed with
physical beauty or money or status or all three. Relationships come to them rather than the other
way around. Looking at things logically, if 95% of us are chasing after the same 5%, each of them
has to date 19 of us simultaneously in order to keep all of us happy. And that's not going to happen.
How realistic are your expectations? Take a good, long, honest look at yourself.
"I've got a great personality and a heart of gold", you say. That's great, except that you live in a
world in which people judge you initially by superficial things like the beauty of your face, the
slimness of your body, the clothes you wear, the car you drive, and the job you hold.
So if people find your exterior to be unattractive, you've got a tough road ahead of you. For
example, if you're a 3 on a scale of 10 in terms of initial attractiveness to the opposite sex, don't
expect to attract a 9 or 10. If you're a woman, forget about Tom Selleck or a millionaire. If you're a
man, forget about meeting a Playboy bunny. Settle for someone nice who finds you attractive.
"Does that mean I have to lower my standards?"
Sadly the answer is yes. I know it's hard to give up fantasies of Prince Charming or the beauty
queen. Just remember that it's even harder to go through life without romantic love.
Newsweek Magazine's cover story for June 2, 1986 demoralized single women throughout the
nation. The article claimed that if you are 30 years old, college-educated, and never been married,
that you only have a 20% chance of ever finding a husband. If you reach age 35 without a spouse,
your chances drop to 5%. And if you have the misfortune of being single at 40, according to
Newsweek you have a greater chance of "being killed by terrorists" than finding a husband.
The Newsweek article was based on a study by two professors at Harvard and Yale Universities.
Fortunately the figures have been discredited by the U.S. Census Bureau. For one thing, the
Harvard-Yale Study was based on a relatively small sample. More importantly, it was based on a
critical assumption: that single women in the United States would continue to follow three patterns
in selecting a mate as they have in the past:
1. Marrying a man who is older than she. The average woman in America chooses a man two to
four years older than she. Since men live seven years less than the average woman, this means that
the older a woman becomes the fewer men are still left that are older than she. At birth there are
more boy babies than girls (a 1% surplus of boys). This continues until age 35 where there is an
equal ratio of single men to single women. From that point on the men start dying off so that at age
60 there are three and one half single women for every single man in the United States. This statistic
becomes even more grim when you consider that many of these scarce 60 year single men are dating
women in their forties and fifties! Obviously if single women continue to prefer older men their
chances of finding a husband will diminish.
2. Marrying a man who is taller than she. Women who are tall (over 5'6") and like to wear high
heels have a problem in meeting suitable men. I have spoken to many women who insist that a man
be over 6 feet tall. That eliminates 90% of the single men in this country!
3. Marrying a man who earns more money than she. Even though women in this country still only
earn 62 cents on the dollar in comparison to men, this doesn't apply to successful professional
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women, who have literally priced themselves out of the market! They have a very tough time finding
a man who is older, taller, and wealthier than they.
The main flaw in the Harvard-Yale Study is that there's no reason why you can't adjust to these
realities. Why not choose a man who is younger, shorter, or less prosperous? For years women have
been complaining about how superficial men are. They chastise men for overlooking inner beauty,
intimacy, and communication. Perhaps single women need to look at their own superficial
prejudices regarding age, height, and money.
Single men have their own set of unrealistic expectations. They tend to prefer young, slim, pretty
women. These women are at a tremendous premium. They have men standing in line for them.
Unless you're rich and handsome, what are the chances that you'll attract one of these beauties?
The reality is that few women in this country have the slim figure of a model. Women begin with one
third more fat than men. That is nature's way of preparing them for pregnancy. Otherwise our
species might not be around today. The old adage that "beauty is only skin deep" may sound corny,
but it's true. So don't worry if she is a few pounds overweight. Find yourself a loving woman with
whom you can share a happy life.
RULE #2: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR FRIENDS
"Oh no, don't tell me I have to go on blind dates. You only get to meet losers."
The number one method for meeting people in this country is through mutual friends. Spread the
word to your friends that you'd like to meet more people. Be sure to share with them exactly the
qualities you are looking for. Ask them to include you on their guest list for dinners and parties.
Have them introduce you to their friends, relatives, and co-workers as well.
Don't be afraid of blind dates. They are still a very common way of meeting people. Just don't expect
too much. The likelihood is that on any particular blind date either you or the other person won't
find the other to be attractive. So be patient.
RULE #3: EXPLOIT YOUR JOB
"Hey, wait a second. I'm not going to choose a job on the basis of whether it's a good place to meet
people. I've got to put food on my table."
Most people choose a job on the basis of such things as money, status, enjoyment, and proximity to
their homes. There's nothing wrong with that, but think about adding one more criterion: likelihood
of meeting new friends. 10% of all romantic relationships begin between people who meet each
other on the job, according to a study of 3000 singles. (Simenauer, J. and Carroll, D., Singles: The
New Americans, N.Y., Simon & Schuster: 1982). Furthermore, according to a survey of 1,800
professional women between the ages of 21-45, "a romance between coworkers is four times more
likely to last than one between a couple who met elsewhere.... About 20% of on-the-job romances
lead to marriage." (Marin Independent-Journal, March, 25, 1986.)
What about the risks involved? Will you have to find another job if your office romance doesn't work
out? According to the survey of professional women cited above, "only 5.3% of the women said they
felt their relationship had hurt their career. Only 1 in 400 reported losing her job."
If possible choose a job where you are dealing with the public on a daily basis. Unfortunately these
are often low-paying jobs (e.g., waiters and waitresses, bank tellers and cashiers.) The pay-off is that
you meet lots of new people. Another option is to choose an office where there are plenty of
attractive single people of the opposite sex.
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What if you don't work and don't need the money? Consider a volunteer job. There are all kinds of
interesting opportunities to help others and make your community a better place to live. Call up your
local volunteer bureau to find out how. Along with "contributing to society" you'll also increase
your visibility in the community and meet new friends. See the chapter on Volunteer Work.
RULE #4: GET OUT OF THE HOUSE
Staying home is natural. It's comfortable. It's safe. It's inexpensive. There's only one problem. You'll
never meet anybody by staying at home. Most singles spend almost all of their free time at home.
Then they wonder why they never meet anybody!
How often should you get out of the house to meet people? That depends on how soon you want to
meet someone special. If you're willing to wait 20 years, then don't sweat about it. Once a month is
fine. On the other hand, if you want to meet someone soon, remember that every night you go out
looking hastens the day when you succeed.
RULE #5: HANG AROUND STRANGERS ALONE
When we're kids our parents warn us to stay away from strangers. That's good advice at the time.
Strangers are dangerous. What's also true, however, is that the love of your life is probably a
stranger to you right now. So if you want to meet that person you're going to have to forget what
your parents taught you about strangers. A good example of the problem is the following
conversation:
Julie: "Are you going to the party Saturday night?
Sally: "No, I don't think so."
Julie: "Why not?"
Sally: "I won't know anyone there."
Sally's attitude is typical. She's afraid to go to a party full of strangers. But that's exactly the party
she should go to. She'll have the greatest chance of meeting someone special if she knows few of the
guests. In fact, the ideal party would be one where you knew absolutely no one, not even the host. In
other words, a party you crashed.
The hardest part of Rule #5 is the word "alone". If you're like most single people, when you go to
social functions you usually drag along your friends. I call them bodyguards. Their purpose is to
insure that you won't meet anyone new. As long as you have your friends to engage in conversation,
you won't have the motivation to meet new people.
Hanging around your friends is a particularly serious problem if you are a single woman, because
your bodyguards make you unapproachable. Most men are scared to approach you if you're alone,
due to fear of rejection. Think of how much more intimidating it is for a single man to approach you
if you are part of a group! A man will wait patiently for the magic moment that never comes--the
time when the women stop talking so he can introduce himself.
RULE #6: HANG AROUND THE OPPOSITE SEX
"Don't insult my intelligence. Of course I know that I've got to hang around people of the opposite
sex in order to find a romantic partner."
It sounds a little ridiculous to make something so obvious into a rule. Unfortunately what is obvious
isn't always followed. Most people feel most comfortable hanging around their own sex. Don't
believe what you read about women's liberation or men's liberation. The fact of the matter is that
men and women are very different. Men usually prefer to do "masculine" things and women like to
do "feminine" things. As a result, more times than not the sexes don't mingle.
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If you want to meet a man, ask yourself this question: "What do women hate to do that men love to
do?" If you're a man ask yourself, "What do men hate to do that women love to do?" Whatever it is,
do it. You'll find that there will be very little competition. You'll have all those attractive men or
women to yourself. For example, if you're a woman, the best place to meet men is at a basketball
gym.
"Are you crazy? I'm only 5 foot 2 and I have long nails. How am I going to play basketball?"
Who said anything about playing basketball? What's to prevent you from going down to the gym to
watch?
"But what if a guy comes up to me and asks what I'm doing there?
You have two options: you can tell the truth or you can lie. If you have the courage, by all means tell
the truth: "I'm here to meet men." If you haven't the guts to be honest, then lie: "I thought the NBA
game was on tonight and was dying to see some good basketball." All's fair in love and war. If you
have to tell a lie that hurts no one in order to find someone for a loving relationship, isn't it worth it?
So rush down to the gym. If nothing else you'll get to see a bunch of good looking hunks all night
running around in their underwear!
In general just about any sport is a good place to meet single men. Some sports, of course, have a
greater surplus of men than others. The rule of thumb is "the bloodier, more violent, more
dangerous, more demanding the sport, the greater the surplus of men". Boxing, martial arts,
wrestling, and hockey have a greater surplus of men than tennis or bowling, which are quite popular
among women. See the chapter on Sports for specific places to watch or participate in individual
sports.
"Enough of this advice for women. What about us guys? Where are all the women hanging out?"
Try an aerobics class. The ratio is usually 10 women for every man! Or try folk dancing. Here the
ratio is usually three to one. In fact you'll usually find more women than men in any kind of event
that features dancing (other than singles bars). Women are also more likely to attend classes,
seminars, pot luck dinners, and singles clubs in general.
RULE #7: INITIATE CONTACT
"Oh, oh. I knew there was a catch. I'm willing to lower my expectations, get out of the house, and
hang around strangers of the opposite sex. But don't ask me to put my ego on the line and initiate
contact. I might get rejected!"
When you get right down to it, it's the fear of rejection that causes millions of singles to remain
single. We're all just plain chicken.
"All right, I'll admit it. I'm chicken. So what's the solution? How do I overcome the fear of
rejection?"
There's only one way: go out and get rejected. Each time you get rejected you build up scar tissue.
You'll find it a little easier to approach someone the next time. Pretty soon you'll be desensitized to
the pain of rejection to the point where your fear is manageable.
But don't expect to ever get rid of the pain of rejection. That will always remain. I've been rejected
many, many times, but it still hurts. It's just that the pain has subsided to the point where I don't
have a nervous breakdown each time I get turned down. So go out there and make contact!
"Hold it a second. Men don't like women who initiate contact."
This is pure b.s. I've asked hundreds of men in my classes this question and over 90% of them
answer that they love women to take the initiative. If you're a woman, put yourself in the shoes of
single men. All your life the pressure has been on you to initiate contact. You've been rejected
countless times. Wouldn't you love to reverse the tables?
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Where does this myth come from that men don't like forward women? I think it has to do with the
Law of Rejection: Unless you're one of the lucky 5%, most single people will not find you attractive.
In other words, most men are going to reject you. It has nothing to do with them not liking women
who take the initiative. They just don't like you.
"O.k., you've talked me into it. But how should I initiate contact?"
The first thing is to make eye contact with someone you find attractive and smile. If they return the
smile, you're in! If they turn away or fail to smile, things get riskier. If you approach them you know
there's a high probability they're going to reject you. On the other hand, they may just be shy.
There's only one way to find out. Take the plunge.
Most singles procrastinate for an hour before making their move. They keep waiting for an opening
where they can come over comfortably and initiate contact. Before that happens usually one of two
things occurs: the person leaves before you meet them or someone else beats you to the punch. In
either case you lose out because you waited for the perfect opportunity.
The secret to initiating contact is to do it right away before you have time to talk yourself out of it.
"But what do I say? Give me a sure-fire opening line."
Sorry, there's isn't one guaranteed to work with everyone. You've just got to come up with the best
line you can and hope for the best. If you try a funny line you may impress someone with your sense
of humor or you may just end up with egg on your face.
If you try the straightforward approach, "Hi, I'm Charlie", they may dismiss you as a nerd. So you
can't win all the time. But that's not the point. Nobody's keeping score! You only have to win once.
Then you're set for the rest of your life. So don't worry about the flops. "Damn the torpedoes; full
speed ahead!"
RULE #8: HAVE SUPERFICIAL CONVERSATIONS
"Wait a second, did I read that right? Have superficial conversations? That's the whole problem
with meeting people, you wind up talking about Reagan, the weather, or the latest sports scores.
BORING!"
Do you expect people to spill their guts the first five minutes they meet you? If so, you're very
unrealistic. People usually want to feel you out before they open up. They want to make sure it's
safe.
Every intimate conversation with a stranger begins on a superficial level. You have to kiss a lot of
frogs to find one prince. A dozen phony, boring conversations may be the price you pay for one
sincere conversation with someone special.
RULE #9: PIN DOWN YOUR NEXT CONTACT
Does this situation sound familiar? You meet someone special. You get involved in a superficial
conversation. Before you know it, both of you start opening up with private things and feelings. You
start laughing. You almost feel like you've known each other all your lives. Could this be the big
one? After all the searching, is this it?
But then the moment of truth arrives. If you meet at the beach, eventually the sun's gonna set. If it's
at a bar, at 2 a.m. it's closing time. Sooner or later, wherever you met, the party's over. Before you
leave, one of you has to end the conversation. So the two of you stand up and stare at each other,
nervous and hesitant. Finally you break the silence. "I had a real nice time talking to you. Hope to
see you again." Your new friend replies, "Yeah, catch you next time.
Disaster can strike so quickly at the moment of truth. Let's look at things logically. If you've seen
this person once in forty years, what's the likelihood that you'll ever see each other again? Both of
you have blown it. It's back to the drawing board.
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This kind of tragedy happens all the time. Two people meet, obviously are attracted to each other,
but then fail to follow through. And so all is for nought.
"But wait. I'd never be so dumb as to say 'catch you next time'. I'd exchange phone numbers."
That's a little better, but not much. Think of all the times you've exchanged phone numbers in the
past. How many times did you actually get to see the other person again. Probably less than 50%.
People always are puzzled about this. The women all ask, "How come I meet this guy, we have a
great conversation, he asks for my number, I give it to him, and then he never calls? What's wrong
with men?"
Many women are quite bitter about this. They feel betrayed. Often they rush home from work the
next three nights expecting him to call. The silence is deafening. What's going on here? There are
many reasons why a man doesn't call after asking for your phone number:
1. He lost it.
2. He forgot who you were. This is common in situations where a great deal of drinking has gone
on.
3. He remembered who you were, but forgot what a great time he had with you.
4. He fantasized that you might reject him and therefore chickened out.
5. He called a few times, nobody answered, so he gave up.
"But wait a second, I have an answering machine. Why didn't the jerk leave a message?"
Many people hate or fear answering machines. Just count the number of times people call and fail
to leave a message. In a stressful situation like calling someone for a date, is it that surprising that
he might hang up?
Of course the guys have their version of the story. "How come I run into women all the time who
give me their number and then come up with a song and dance about how busy they are each time I
call to ask them out?"
There are many reasons why a woman might not respond positively to your telephone call:
1. She forgot who you were.
2. She lost interest once she sobered up.
3. She is genuinely very busy.
4. She's afraid of dating.
5. She never intended to go out with you in the first place.
The last reason is the hardest for men to deal with. "If she didn't want to go out with me then why
did she give me her damn number?" The best way to answer that question is to pretend you're an
attractive woman. All your life men have come on to you and asked you out or for your telephone
number. It's hard to say to someone, "I find you unattractive" or "I don't want to go out with you"
or "No, you can't have my telephone number". So what do you do? You give up your telephone
number, hoping he'll never call. If he does call, you lie. You say that you're busy Saturday night or
you have a boyfriend.
It would be great if we lived in a world where people were honest and didn't play these games.
Unfortunately, such is not the case. The price you pay for flirting with women and asking them out
on dates is that a certain percentage will lie and pretend to want to go out with you. If you were a
woman you'd probably do the same thing.
One piece of advice that is critical for both men and women is to always confirm a date ahead of
time. Occasionally you will find that the phone number that was given to you is a phony or that the
person has no intention of meeting with you. You can avoid the pain, frustration, and anger of being
stood up by taking this simple precaution.
RULE #10: DON'T FALL IN LOVE WITH THE WRONG PERSON
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The great American fantasy is to fall in love and live happily ever after. Unfortunately your heart is
a poor judge of character. Many single people fall in love with the wrong person and live miserably
ever after. Following your feelings can be a recipe for disaster unless they are based on sound
information about this person. How do you get the facts about a potential spouse? The answer is you
ask.
Unfortunately most singles are afraid to getting personal for fear of scaring off a potential loving
partner. So they "play it cool" at the beginning of a relationship. They especially avoid "heavy"
subjects like sex.
That's fine as long as your feelings towards each other are casual. But what happens when you fall
in love? All of a sudden you panic and realize that you know very little about this special person. So
now you start with the personal questions. Then disaster strikes. You discover a fatal flaw. For
example, you want to have children and they don't. You want marriage and they don't. They want to
move to Denver and you love the Bay Area.
Now you're on the horns of a terrible dilemma. You can drop the person and go through the agony
of a broken relationship. Or you can do what most people do: marry them and hope to change them.
Fat chance! You'll probably end up being married to someone inappropriate and resent them for not
changing. The way to avoid disastrous relationships is to get personal early in a relationship.
"Hold it a minute. Get personal with a stranger? That's too risky. They're going to think I'm nosy if
I ask intimate questions. There's no doubt that it's risky to get personal. Some people can't handle
intimacy. They are closed and feel uncomfortable being around someone who wants to share secrets
and intimate feelings. But don't you want to find that out as soon as possible? Or would you rather
date a guy for 6 months before discovering that he's an emotional cripple?
Of course there's nothing wrong with playing it cool for a while. At some point, however, you're
going to have to bite the bullet. You're going to have to do two things: pry and reveal. When you pry
you ask personal questions. When you reveal you let the other person learn personal things about
you. That's all there is to it.
If you want to play it safe, pry and reveal simultaneously. For example, suppose you're talking to
someone who mentions that they were recently living with someone but moved out. Here's your
chance to get personal and raise your superficial conversation to an intimate level. You could ask,
"Were you dumped or did you do the dumping?" That's getting personal, but there's a good chance
you're going to offend the other person with such a heavy-handed question. An alternative is to say,
"I was in a relationship until three months ago, but it broke up very painfully for me. How did yours
end?"
"How soon should I get personal?"
That depends on how long you're willing to wait before falling in love. If you want to chitchat for six
months before getting serious about someone, that's o.k. Just remember that you are not allowed to
fall in love unless you have the answers to your critical questions. I call them killer questions. If any
of them are answered incorrectly the relationship is dead. You drop the person immediately.
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Another Version of the Questions and Tips From Another Dater:
1. Are you single? Pretty obvious, isn't it? You'd be surprised how many people assume that someone
by themselves at a party or a dance is single. Always ask. In addition, it makes particular sense for
women to ask a man for his home telephone number. If he hands you a business card ask him to write
his home number down as well. And be sure to call that number to make sure he isn't married or living
with a woman. Be careful with people who answer that they are separated. "Have you moved out?" and
"Have you filed for divorce?" are indispensable killer questions. If they are still living with their spouse
or haven't yet filed for divorce, it's best you pass and move on to greener pastures.
2. Are you involved with someone romantically? Here's where you avoid someone who already loves
someone else.
3. Why didn't your other romantic relationships last? Find out as much as you can about their
marriage(s) or past relationships. Hopefully you'll find out their negative qualities. Then you can
decide whether you can live with that flaw or should move on to someone different. You can also find
out if they are incompatible with a certain kind of person. For example, maybe they can't stand being
with someone who is possessive and is always checking up on them. If you are that kind of person, you
can move on to someone compatible with your flaws.
4. How do you deal with conflict and problems in relationships? If their preference is to sweep
problems under the rug or to fall into a rage, they are not good relationship material.
5. Do you have children? How many? Do you want children? How many? How soon do you want to
have children? I have dated two women in the past who wanted to have children. By terrible
coincidence both wound up falling in love with men who had had vasectomies. Talk about falling in
love with the wrong person! Ask questions first; fall in love later.
6. What are your long term goals? Do you want to get married? Do you want to change careers? Do
you plan to go back to school? Are you happy in this area or would you prefer moving elsewhere?
7. What do you like to do sexually? What are your sexual fantasies? Most singles are squeamish when
it comes to asking these questions. The result is marriages that are unfulfilling sexually for one or both
partners. Another potential result is your partner fulfilling their fantasies with others rather than you.
Sexual questions are particularly important if you don't believe in pre-marital sex. In that case there's
only one way to find out their sexual preferences--ask.
8. Do you have any contagious diseases? Have you engaged in high risk behavior (intravenous drugs
or sex with bisexual or homosexual males)? These are literally killer questions. Falling in love with the
wrong person can kill you.
9. How much do you drink? Which drugs do you do, and how often?
Here's a homework assignment. Develop your own list of killer questions. The way to do it is to analyze
your previous love relationships. What character trait or behavior pattern of a romantic partner
destroyed the relationship? Formulate a question to find out whether a prospect has this trait.
"How do I know that my prospective romantic partner is answering my killer questions honestly?"
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Unfortunately you can't always trust people. They're going to be tempted to tell you what you want to
hear rather than the truth. One way of getting around this is to quiz their parents, relatives, and
friends. The ideal person to ask, of course, is their ex-spouse. Find out the "dirt" about a prospective
romantic partner before you fall in love. This advice is decidedly unromantic, but it sure beats finding
out disastrous information after you fall in love. “
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"If my partner finds out I've been snooping around their private life, there's going to be hell to pay!"
"I would like to see a process which goes: 1. Meet casual friends in normal life. This doesn't work
easily for people who have non-perpetuating social contact circles, or who have restrictions on
dating people at work or don't attend social functions where there is a substantial population of
single people of a reasonable age group. Thus match.com, which is not normal life, but will have to
do in a pinch.
2. Develop a devoted friendship, where you can get comfortable with someone without wondering
whether each time is the last time you'll ever see them. 3. Become lovers. Do a great romantic
weekend somewhere to start this off. 4. Get married. Or some derivation of this until both of you are
ready.
5. Have a family. Optional according to taste. One can stop anywhere along the above continuum
with great happiness, if you haven't skipped steps. If you've skipped any steps, you'll hate each other
and yourself (you can demonstrate this by trying steps 5 through 1 in reverse)."
"I never met so many goldiggers and gals with superficial checklists in my life.. yikes.. you've got to be
careful."
"The bottom line is make genuine contact at all costs. If you connect on a genuine level, you have
the ball. Shake it up and have fun. Everyone is bored and sick of the bullshit. An honest moment of
connection is refreshing"
"There's plenty to go around. If you hog the ball, the team loses. Your friends are not your adversaries.
Work together and everyone wins. Petty competition makes everyone look bad. Worst of all, you look
desperate or bitter. everyone likes fun. Keep it fun. It's fun to share."
"People like to fill in the blanks. People also want things to be perfect. Keep your mouth shut and
they'll fill in the blanks perfectly. Don't try to guess what they're looking for. It's not about what you
say, it's how you listen."
"Women are smart. Take this into consideration. They're good at reading the vibe and are in tune with
what's really going down. They know what's happening. Don't manipulate, deny, and condescend. It's
insulting."
“Women like attention. It's flattering as long as you're respectful and honest. “
"Be honest with yourself and with them. If you want intimacy, then own up to it. Don't come at them
like you're interested in their nail polish if what you really want is intimacy. It's insulting. You're a man,
she's a woman. Deal with it. The more you pretend that it's not about sexual attraction, the harder it
will be to redefine the parameters. Honesty works like magic if you're free from guilt. The truth shall
set you free."
"Lying is bad. Forget the ethical issue, it's bad business. It demonstrates a lack of self-confidence.
Even if you get away with it, you're going down the wrong road. But if a friend gets in trouble,
sometimes a simple lie can be a perfect parachute."
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"You're a man, so present yourself as one. Confidence and being comfortable with one's self is very
attractive. So if you're attracted to a beautiful baby, be both confident and comfortable with that. Don't
apologize or qualify how you're feeling. She'll respect you for it."
"There's nothing like a good entrance. You wouldn't want to sit at a table that wasn't set. If you're
there too early, you look desperate. Show up late like you're "just stopping by," and you come off
like the man about town."
"Everyone wants a mystery. Staring deadpan at a beautiful baby cheats her out of the suspense and
courtship she deserves. Keep it intriguing and give her the gift of a challenge."
"The strongest will survives. Don't waste your time filling your head with self-doubt. The
competition's fierce, so always give yourself the edge. A sense of self-respect makes all the difference
in the world. You can be the king of the Jungle or just another hyena cowering at the water hole. It's
all up to you."
"Don't hide the fact that you like sex. That doesn't mean act like the fourteen year old on the back of
the bus who's constantly pulling on himself and making obscene noises. It just means own your
sexuality and don't apologize for it."
"Be a man with a slow hand. The ladies love foreplay, and that's exactly why you wait a few days
before you call. No reason to rush it. Let her savor the wait. She'll thank you later."
"Our generation is the first to be presented with the challenge of the answering machine. A good
message can put you on the fast track to paradise, a bad one can lead to public ridicule and endless
playbacks to the delight of family and friends. The stakes are high. This is no joke.
The golden rule is keep it simple. Don't try to overexplain who you are or how you're feeling. It's a
moment frozen in amber. It's a small piece of your soul. Give her a taste--the little pink spoon, not the
whole sundae."
"Sometimes it just happens. Let it. Don't let stupid rules from a book get in the way. If you're lucky
enough to have things unfold organically, don't ruin it. You're money."
"You're always better off trusting yourself and playing your game. You wouldn't ask Stockton to bang
the boards for rebounds and you wouldn't want Shaq trying to drain threes. Stick with what feels right.
That way, even if you fail, you've learned something. Trust your instincts and think for yourself. "
" The first date is always in a public place, you take your car, they take their car, both of you leave
in your cars and go back to your own homes. The second date is exactly as the first. Exactly as the
second. The fourth date can be in one car, mutually agreeable that each of you will return to their
respective homes alone. There is to be no touching as far as long kisses, arms around each other,
longer than a few seconds hugging. At no time are the two of you to be alone together. Any vehicle
causes a chance for being alone. When you arrive home, get out of the car and go inside. There is
nothing wrong with being walked to your door. However, talking outside is fine, you enter your
home alone. It is my suggestion that you date for the minimum of one year. If there are children
from previous marriages or relationships, they are not to meet your date for the first year. This
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causes damage to the children; as they will see people going in and out of your life that they become
attached to. Remember, being without their father or mother is already traumatic enough.”
Sex before marriage is absolutely out. Many times I have heard people talk about their "friends." I ask
them if they are sleeping with them, and they say yes. I tell them they are no longer friends.
Remember, you don't sleep with your friends! Any time alone together is dangerous. Inappropriate
kissing, fondling, etc. will only lead to hormone adjustments and crossing the line is much easier to do
in the heat of the moment. Don't set yourself up to fail. If you are a single parent with children, just
because you had sex at least once in your life, doesn't mean it is all right to have it again. Become a
born again virgin. Avoid conversations that are sexual in nature. Using the "someday" technique may
put you in the present moment faster than you think. If you cannot stand someone's children, don't
marry that person. You will resent the children later and the relationship will fail. Practice makes
perfect. Continue practicing friendship. You will need this later in your relationship."
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My Friends Rules:
"Rule #1
HOW WELL YOU ENJOY THIS GAME = HOW WELL YOU MASTER THE RULES.
It is up to you to learn the rules. Ignorance of the rules will not protect you from the consequences
of breaking them.
RULE #2:
HOW WELL YOU ENJOY THIS GAME IS BASED ON THE PURPOSE YOU GIVE IT.
For example, if your purpose is to have fun, to learn about yourself and others, and to develop your
social skills, then you can enjoy any given date. (Dating is a great opportunity for learning about
you and others, if you so choose). On the other hand, if your purpose is to meet your "soul-mate"
(whatever that is)-who will magically and instantly turn your unhappy life into a happy one-then it is
virtually certain you will not enjoy any given date, nor the game itself.
RULE #3:
GET A LIFE! (if you don't have one already...)
This means: define and pursue your own interests-and consider building non-romantic relationships
with a variety of people, including couples. Dating requires that you invite another person into your
life. If you don't have one, you are unlikely to attract someone you would want as a mate, since we
tend to attract people who are at a similar "level" as we are. By the way, there is a "rule of life" at
work here, which some people don't like: YOU alone are responsible for your happiness; no one else
can 'make' you happy. So make your life full and happy!
RULE #4:
MAKE AN ABSOLUTE COMMITMENT TO LOVE YOURSELF- EVEN IF YOU THINK YOU
CAN'T OR DON'T KNOW HOW.
A successful relationship is built on three cornerstones: communication, caring, and commitment.
And there is no way you can give these to another if you withhold them from yourself. Consider
using this affirmation daily: "I AM MY OWN BEST FRIEND AND STRONGEST SUPPORTER; I
LOVE AND APPRECIATE WHO I AM!" A powerful "stand," such as this, will support you in
practicing Rule #5. Also, being more loving to others will increase your self-love. Plus you'll be
much more attractive as a person. **
RULE #5:
GET A HANDLE ON YOUR SELF-TALK!
Your enjoyment of the dating game-or any activity-is related to your self-talk. Most people
disempower themselves, at times mercilessly, with negative evaluations of themselves and others.
Learn to observe your "internal dialogue" with detachment, like images on a movie screen, and not
react to it. (Meditation is very helpful for cultivating this ability). *** Especially, don't take rejection
personally: "chemistry" has nothing to do with who you are!
RULE #6:
CHOOSE A COMPANION
-not a friend or love interest: that comes later... (A companion may be defined as a person with
whom you share activities, where the activity is more important than the particular person). Pick
three (3) people you'd like to get to know better. (If you don't know three such people, go back to
Rule #3). Select an activity that you enjoy. Then pick the one person you think you would have the
most fun being with, and invite them to share that activity with you.
RULE #7:
EASE UP ON YOUR EXPECTATIONS!
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Don't expect your first date with anyone to be "the one."' A loving, committed partnership requires,
in addition to "chemistry," shared values and life-style preferences, compatible goals,
complementary personalities, and similar expectations of (and capacity to nourish) a relationship.
So, plan to meet and go out with lots of people, until you find a real "match." Meanwhile, if you
relax and allow things to just unfold, you'll be able to enjoy and get to know your date. And your
date will relax, without feeling "sized up." You can discover other kinds of valuable relationships if
you're not just focused on romance. And, men, you need to know that "friends" can become
"lovers" if you're patient, respectful and loving: a true friend!
RULE #8:
KEEP IT LIGHT:
Don't tell intimate, personal secrets on the first (or second) date! Healthy people know how to
protect themselves, and you do this by keeping your sharing to the public level: this means it would
be OK for anyone to know this about you. Be genuinely interested in your date, and ask them
questions about their life-their interests, work, friends and family, hobbies and preferred fun
activities, etc. The more interested you are in them, the more interested they'll be in you (if not, you
have a red flag!). Also, it's critical to balance showing interest in the other person and making room
for them to show interest in you: if you're always pursuing, it's likely your partner will retreat!
RULE #9:
YOU DECIDE: IS THIS PERSON A FRIEND?
If you determine that you have enough in common, after the first date, and you enjoy one another's
company, then it's time to ask yourself this question. At the friendship level, the person is more
important than the activity. Here, communication is very important, and you need to be able to
recognize and move between levels of sharing. See if you can begin to share at the private level
(personal thoughts and feelings you wouldn't want publicly known), and at the intimate level
(thoughts and feelings about the other person)-and notice their response: is it accepting or judging
(or aloof)? It is useful to imagine four levels of depth in sharing, and to go no more than one level
deeper than your partner does. Also, don't confuse private and intimate sharing: e.g., giving details
about how you were abused as a child is not a turn-on!
JUST SAY "WHOA" TO SEX!
If you feel comfortable, safe and mutually attracted with your new friend, then it may be appropriate
to explore sexuality...(healthy relationships are based mainly on comfort; unhealthy relationships
are based mainly on intensity). WATCH OUT HERE! You need to be rigorously honest with
yourself: if you're starving for contact, it's very easy to think you see a friend on a first date. But the
reality is that they're a stranger, and having sex with a stranger is dangerous!
It is critical to know what sex means to your partner: don't assume anything, ask them. You also
need to respect and admire each other as people: you simply can't build a satisfying relationship
without these two qualities. Chemistry is important, but it can distort your thinking. Sexual feelings
stimulate a myriad of chemicals in the body, which are proven to alter perception like drugs. So
exceptional care and consciousness are called for! If you have a history of 'crash and burn'
relationships, it's a good idea to get feedback from your friends, before you jump in"
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"If you examine it closely, your situation makes a great deal of sense. Men in their twenties have a very
different set of priorities than men in their thirties or forties and "seasoned" men are often more
mature. The nice thing is, in this case, you and your friends are the beneficiaries. Twenty-something
year old men are still searching for who they are, what talents they possess and the type of women they
desire. They are experiencing many aspects of life for the first time. Physically, they are approaching
their sexual prime and seek physical relationships more often. Sex, money, personal-improvement,
material possessions, sports and status are their primary interests and motivational forces. Their 'me'
mentality has not yet matured into a "we" philosophy and jealousy often surfaces seemingly without
provocation. For older men, this is not the case. By their late thirties, most know who they are or at
least who they are not. Many are in the second or third phases of their careers and have learned that
there is more to life than money, sex and prestige. You will find that they avoid playing the "mind
games' that younger men engage in as they realize this is simply a waste of time. They have learned
what physically, emotionally and intellectually satisfies a woman. Seasoned men will be more
responsible, get things done and have a life beyond their relationship with you. They will not hang on
your every word, nor pressure you for sex, but will truly appreciate the time they spend with you. They
realize that in today's busy and complicated world, time is precious. Women assume very different roles
in the lives of men depending on the age of the man they are dating. Younger men see women as being
there for them. Older men take great personal pride in dating younger women and strive to connect
with them on their level. Women indicated that time spent with older men was more meaningful, loving,
and enjoyable. They had the ability to hold women's attention, had more life experiences to draw upon
and focused less on themselves. "
"If a guy breaks up with his girlfriend, and goes out with another girl within ten to twenty years, he
is a "jerk" and "dumped her for someone else. On the other hand, if the girl goes out with
somebody mere seconds after she broke up with her ex, its not being mean or shallow, its because
her ex is a shallow insensitive jerk who beat her. If a guy dumps a girl, he did it because he is a
"selfish pig" that "cares about nobody but himself." But, on the other hand, if a girl dumps a guy,
she was "doing what's best for both of us" because its "not you, its me." No matter how persuasive
his argument or how much he explains why he broke up with a girl, that girl, her family, and
friends, will always somehow "find out the real reason" or "just make something up so the girl
doesn't look bad." If guys act senselessly or stupid, its because they're "jerks" or "assholes" or
"selfish pigs that don't care about other people's feelings." If a girl acts senselessly or stupid, its
either because: A) Its the guy's fault; B) Its that time of the month (even though they've been acting
like it for 3 weeks) and/or they're having "personal problems"; C) They weren't acting senselessly
or stupid, you just think that, but you're wrong.
Girls are all heart and don't care about material, one-dimensional things like those "damned male
pigs" do. That's why they have hundreds of pairs of shoes and will only love you if you buy them
unbelievably expensive jewelry that has no real purpose or function other than to drain you of what
small funds you have."
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"Well, okay. It's not exactly the rules. After all, we're talking about something being written by a
fellow whose romantic career has been... less than exemplary, shall we say? But, it's bits and bobs
I've come up with, especially in talking things over with friends recently due to once again getting
interested in someone and having it not immediately turn into utter bliss.
1: Get a Life
Ah, how many times have we heard this shouted at some poor anorak (harmless obsessive) who just
can't seem to let go of their pet addiction? Most of us feel contempt-tinged pity for the poor fools
who seem oblivious to anything but collecting stamps, or trainspotting, or studying fourteenthcentury medieval warfare - and yet sign right on up to the Sad Bastard of the Month Club when it
comes to love, complete with the free boxed set of 'Bad Poetry No One Should Write' and '101 Ways
to Say "I'm a Sap"'. When you have Romeo and Juliet as a cultural icon of romance, the phrase
'Get a Life' seems rather trite. Still, this is perhaps the most important advice anyone can take. No
matter how interested in someone you are, you can't just dive on in, making them the end-all be-all
of each and every day. After all, you need something to talk about, right? Doesn't happen if you
spend all your time together. You have to have things that happen in your life that you can discuss
and relate to each other. It also lets off steam. What use is it to love someone else's company if you
don't know what missing that company is like? And no two people, no matter how compatible or
alike they are, like all of the exact same things in the exact same proportions. Or do you _really_
think that she enjoys playing Tekken for several hours each night?
Also, in a sad, manipulative way, it shows that you aren't desperate. The fact you have outside
interests, outside things to do, shows that you can get on perfectly well without the other person you just prefer not to. It's that old, well-used argument of want versus need. It's much, much better and I know this from experience - to be wanted, rather than needed. Wanted is a choice, one that
doesn't come loaded with requirements and expectations of action. Being needed has a great deal to
it in terms of things you have to do for the other person, because they can't provide it themselves or
can't do without it.
This also allows for the Consolation Prize category. Should things not end up happening or working
out, the fact that you kept up your previous life - and hopefully didn't talk everyone's ears off about
your relationship - means that you actually have pe ople you can do things with in the future. Most
people don't like being abandoned every time you decide to chase a woman (in my case) or a man - it
shows a lack of balance. And, after all, we all know that one of the best ways to meet new people is
through your friends...
2: Take it Easy
This is my personal bugaboo. I am not a patient man when it comes to romantic relationships. If the
way I tend to handle relationships was compared to highway driving, I'm the fellow that your local
law enforcement would always be pulling over for thinking that the accelerator in the car is an onoff switch - either not in use or fully pressed to the floor. Lead foot. Speed demon. Michael
Schumacher doesn't hold a candle. Etc.
But, no matter how much you think you can break into the Formula 1 race of dating, pushing things
at maximum speed isn't the way to go. Most meaningful relationships aren't going to start with
racing ahead to the formal aspects of a relationship without getting to know one another. I shudder
to consider people who go home with each other from the club without knowing anything about the
other person's personality, likes, dislikes, personal phobias, or even what they prefer for breakfast. If
nothing else, relationships should require the same cooling-off period as purchasing a gun in most
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states in the United States. Sure, it seems a good idea when you're hot and bothered... but do you
really know what you're getting into?
I tend to dwell on things in my mind, build them up into gigantic proportion, and then melt down
into a little ball in no time. It's probably because I'm a relatively repressed individual, not used to
any large swings of emotion one way or another (any disputes with this statement can be given to
me. Directly. And I'll bludgeon you until you agree with me). This is Not Good, with capitals. Why,
you ask?
Because it labels you as an obsessive. Obsessives are bad. Obsessives cannot react rationally to
emotional matters. Obsessives can hurt people, either emotionally or physically. They can become
like one fellow, who's been contacting my cousin on a semi-regular basis for several years after she
refused to have anything to do with him. Yes, I know, you look at the movies, and think it looks cute.
Think again - most places now have laws against that sort of activity, and if you're remotely decent,
becoming one of these poor souls is one of the most truly mortifying experiences you can have. Talk
about shattering the self-image.
Think of it like cooking. If I'm baking up a batch of my 'dive bombs' (double chocolate chunk
cookies, yum!), the only result of cooking them at gas mark 9 will be small charred bits of chocolate
dough only good for a Palestinian to throw at Israeli soldiers. However, if I cook them at gas mark 5
for the right amount of time, I have confections suitable for use in bribing large numbers of friends
and relatives. Now, I don't know about you - but until I join the intifada, I'll stick with the lower
temperature.
If you don't overpressurize and overcook the situation, your relationship, potential or in place, will
have time to grow and flower. Nothing happens in a vacuum, and nothing happens in an instant. Let
it grow, let it develop. Get to know the person, and let them get to know you. After all, they have just
as much of a right to see what they're getting as you do to see what you are trying to catch. That
process also allows you two to see that you are both interested in each other for each other, and
aren't some sort of raving maniac.
How to deal with this one? Don't expect immediate results. Indulge liberally in Rule Number 1 - Get
A Life. Not too much - you do want to show you're still interested. But do other things. Don't hover
over her, being there all the time, no matter what the time. Do other things. Put other parts of your
life forward as being important, and do them - even if that can put you out of doing some of the
things you could otherwise be doing with her. Allow some time to lapse between seeing each other - a
day or a few can really bring home how much you wish you were seeing each other. As opposed to
you both wishing you were not seeing each other, and won't they please just go away!
3. Be Sincere
We all know Cary Grant. Suave on screen, the man exuded charm. Hair always perfectly in place,
clothes always perfectly tailored unless he's been diving through some cornfield in the middle of
Illinois. He knew the right drink to have - and to order for the lady, too. Never a fashion faux pas,
always the master at being the best example of sophistication you could imagine. This man could
charm the ladies left, right, and centre, with the right compliment, the right gallantry, the right
whispered phrase.
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Now, look in the mirror. Does that look like Cary Grant? I hate to be the one to break it to you,
bub...
In the real world, that doesn't work. Well, yes. It can. But it shouldn't. More importantly, if you're
reading this, it isn't likely to work _for you_. You are more likely to come off sounding like some
Turkish rug dealer from a B movie from the forties, slimy, lewd, and frankly somewhere farther
down on the evolutionary scale than your everyday common garden slug. How's that for a
comparison?
There is a certain art to seduction involving complimenting a woman in such a way that most
women these days recognise all too well and want no part of. It's often erroneously attributed to
Mediterranean men, though I've seen Germans, English, and Americans try it too. It takes a certain
knack, a certain arrogance, and in my opinion, a certain contempt for women to try it. I don't think
I'd _want_ the type of woman who would go for it.
Now, I'm offbeat, often disconnected mentally, and awkward at the best of times. While that sounds
bad, it's also my charm, so we go with what we have. And that, my friends, is the exact point I'm
making. Women are just as quirky, if not more so, then men. But what they prize is getting to know
your quirks. Honestly is immensely flattering. Telling someone they look beautiful because you
happen to think they do, rather than as some pickup line, does amazing things for your standing in
their eyes. Being who you are, and trusting them enough _to be who you are_ is just as flattering.
This doesn't mean you have to sit around grouching about the last sporting match you happen to see
and scratching itchy parts of your anatomy. That's not honest either. What is needed is to show how
you honestly feel. If you are interested in them, what they have to say is important - so show you're
listening. Respond to what they have to say - if they've any respect for you, they'll listen when you in
return have something to expand on, or take a position opposite to whatever they're saying. Even if
you agree, nodding to show that, or saying something to that effect shows that you heard what they
have to say, and that it actually got processed by that grey goo called a brain that resides between
your ears.
Want to know something? Ask a question. Just make sure you listen to the answer. Don't like
something they're doing? Tell them - politely. Feel a certain way? Tell them, but in a respectful
fashion. You will be amazed what credit it does for you to be able to sit down, without some massive
emotional hyperbole but with intense, deep sincerity and meaning, and tell someone that you are
interested in them as more than a friend and wish to know how they feel about you. Don't declare
your undying love, don't wail about how you can't live without them - because, let's face it... you
can. Or else you're in that obsessive category we discussed above, and therefore don't deserve them.
What you are doing is letting them know precisely where you stand - no hyperbole, no exaggeration,
no untruths. Provided you've picked a good one, they'll give you the same back in spades.
4. Know when to back off.
Ever Star Wars? I'm sure you know the scene - the Rebels are attacking the Death Star, and Gold
Group is making its trench run in their spiffy little Y-wings to hit that exhaust port, while Luke and
the rest of the X-wings are chopping their way through the TIE fighters above. Remember the radio
traffic for that scene? Let me paraphrase:
Gold Leader: I can't get a shot
Wingman: Stay on target...
Gold Leader: I can't manoeuvre!
Wingman: Stay on target...
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Gold Leader: You're too close!
Wingman: Stay on target...
Gold Leader: Loosen up!
Wingman: Stay on target...
Meanwhile, dear old Gold Leader is doing his best to imitate the nine o'clock fireworks show at any
Disney amusement theme park you can name. Pull this stunt, and your intended love interest will
likely blow up - but you'll be the one to get incinerated.
This is probably the hardest part for most people. No one likes being helpless, or waiting for
someone else to make a decision. We all want to just say that one thing more that will cause the
clouds to part, the sun to shine, and everything to be all right. Surely, there's just that one phrase
we're just about to find that will convince them that we are The One, that everything will be All
Right, and that they can indeed find happiness and contentment in your arms...
Hate to tell you, but the road to hell - or the exhaust port on the Death Star, depending on how much
your life is wrapped up in LucasFilms - is paved with exactly those sorts of good intentions. You can
be doing wonderfully to convince someone of the rightness of your cause, but belabour the issue so
much you end up annoying them to the point where you put yourself right out of contention. More is
not better. More is just... more.
I'm not saying you should back off from everything. Anything but. If you have an objection to
something, make it - otherwise you're just a sap. If you have a point to make - make it. But do not,
under any circumstances, just keep nattering on. That shows a disrespect for your intended, as she
will see it as you not believing you heard her, and that you think she can be convinced simply by
sounding like a broken record player.
Take for instance one of those hypothetical situations when you've broached the possibility of a
relationship with her. She's interested, but lists off a few reasons as to why now is not a good time and why it may never happen. Contrary to some people's beliefs, you are allowed to register
objections to these reasons. However, you have to do so in a specific way. You can answer these
points cogently - make your response to the point. Make it reasoned, without whining, yelling, or
other such cheap emotional ploys, and actually address the points they bring up. Make your point
while fully accepting their reason as valid - do not blow it off as specious. After all, they are
convincing _to her_. Telling her in not so many words that she can't reason her way out of a paper
bag is not a good start to a relationship! Finally, make your points only once. There is likely never
going to be a conversation where she is listening more intently to you than in those moments - so
make them count.
Bringing it up again at another time does you no good. You are not, as much as it would seem you
are, trying to convince her at the time to date you. It's unlikely to happen. The idea of dating
someone is, obviously, an emotional one, and emotions don't tend to change just by snapping the
fingers. She will need time to mull over what you have to say, to mull over her feelings and how
things have been changing between you lately, and mull over what changes in her life this will
bring. It may take hours. If so, count yourself lucky. It may take days. It may take weeks. Or months.
Or even years - though by that point it's likely moot. But it _will_ take time, and you need to be
patient with it. Pushing it will only label you as obsessive, or obnoxious, or as a cretin. Or all three.
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An addendum to this. Don't push your friends too much. Yes, talk to them about the matter - but try
to keep it to when you need to. Otherwise they won't be nearly as willing to listen to you after several
sessions of playing the Boy who cried Wolf. Even if they are still willing to listen, they won't be in a
position to give you nearly as good advice, much as a soldier who's been on watch for several hours
is not nearly as effective as one who's just taken up his post.
5. Enjoy it As it Comes (Or, Don't Write The Script)
I once had a girlfriend who would begin the most blazing arguments with me over what seemed to be
the oddest things. Say a special event in our mutual lives had come up. I'd perhaps get her flowers,
and then take her to dinner. The night would seem fine, but she'd get more and more angry, no
matter how witty or charming I might be, no matter how good the food was, or anything else I could
do. Then, later, when it was much, much too late, I'd find out what my sin was.
Simply put, I'd not followed the script.
In nearly all of these cases, my fault was not what I had done, or even having forgotten to do
something I'd promised to do. It was for having not somehow read her mind and done what she had
imagined the night would be like, and I would do. I'd have gotten her roses, instead of Irises, or
picked the wrong restaurant, or not greeted her in the exact way she liked. Every time, her Rudolph
Valentino would muff his lines, and turn out to simply be me, played in a special performance by me,
and with Warner Brothers absolutely refusing to negotiate a change of actors for the current film.
This is a warning about expectations. Simply put, the more you have, the more likely you are to be
disappointed in a big way. Having reasonable ones is fine - being surprised at being treated politely
by another human being is standard, and showing such surprise makes people wonder about your
home life. But making expectations about how someone will react to your romantic advances is a
great way to get yourself in trouble.
Expecting the girl to swoon at your feet the instant you even hint at liking her is ludicrous. If they
do, I'd check your wallet. Moreover, expecting such a reaction will set you up for one large
emotional fall. Building up this amazingly rosy picture in your mind is like creating any complex
piece of art - getting it shattered hurts like hell. The point of expressing your interest in a
relationship is to demonstrate your willingness to invest in them as a person. If you've invested in
some fanciful creation of your mind, you are missing the point.
Thinking too optimistically in that way is bad - it can even make you arrogant. But don't write the
script as a failure, either. That creation can affect how you go into the conversation - so if you think
she's just going to turn you down, she likely will if you let yourself act like it's a foregone
conclusion. Part of showing that interest and having that conversation is that you are confident
enough in yourself as a partner that it is actually a decision that she needs to make, as opposed to
being an obligation on her time by asking her a question that you yourself have already decided is a
'no'.
In short, don't freight the possibilities with too much emotion. Consider it a mystery in life that you
wish, out of sincere curiosity, to have answered. I am interested, therefore I want to know if you are
interested. Don't turn it into an arrogant request for a rubber-stamping of your decision that you
two are in a relationship, and don't turn it into her having to console you for being inadequate as a
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human being. Make it straightforward, make it respectful, make it from one equal to another. After
all, we are talking about romantic relationships, which should be about two equals dealing with one
another. If you had something else in mind, you're reading the wrong piece of work.
The key to this whole wonderful world is enjoying what comes of it. If you are trying for a true
relationship with this person, you should be enjoying her company as a friend as much as you would
enjoy her company as a partner. So enjoy it! Take the time of getting to know her as a person and as
a friend and make the most of it, enjoying it all the while. If you can't enjoy her company in a
situation where you're not in the midst of full-blown loving, you have serious problems that have to
be worked out, fast. If you can't let go of control enough to account for anything that comes up...
then you shouldn't be asking to share your life and control thereof with someone else - anyone else.
6. Allow for the Sequel
... and don't do it in order to make another 100 million dollars at the box office. I don't care how
much you enjoyed the wire work in _The Matrix_, the horror films of the eighties and the umpteen
'Rocky' movies should have convinced everyone that sequels merely for form's sake or for another
buck are just wrong. Mel Brooks was spot-on with his line in _Spaceballs_: "And hopefully we'll
meet again in _Spaceballs 2: The Search For More Money_."
No matter how dire the film industry is in rehashing good movies into dog food and tossing them
back into the cinema-viewer's trough, there is a glimmering of a good idea in this. Simply put, when
you ask your interest if she is interested in a relationship, you need to make sure that there is
actually able to be the follow-on period after the question.
Let me put it another way: you do not live in an sit-com where the screen will fade to black with a
laugh track going when you find your way to inform her that you want a relationship. You'll still be
there, right in the middle of thing, as will she. No 'cut!', no pause button - and no rewind and no
edit. However much you may be cringing inside and desperately wishing to rewind your life just a
few precious seconds.
This is the part where you consider the short-term, medium-term, and long-term consequences. Love
is great, as is the thought of it - but have you actually thought, or are you caught up in that rosy
glow that usually involves fanciful creatures such as pink elephants running by at the edge of your
peripheral vision? Much as I enjoy Fantasia - the old version - I wouldn't want to live in the movie.
If you haven't stopped to consider things rationally, it's time to start.
First, the short term. Are you asking her in a way that's not going to leave one or the other of you so
embarrassed or angry that a 'yes' is not a possibility? However nice the emotion is, sending it over
via a stripper is not likely to win you any points. Nor is taking more time than the current session of
Parliament to get your speech out - Jimmy Stewart didn't look so hot by the end of 'Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington', and there's good reason why. Each person is different, so you have to make the
pitch appropriate to the person who it is aimed at. Some people find gallantry wonderful, while
others wretch and look for the gong to bang to get you pulled offstage. It's the same for any sort of
approach.
Similarly, pay attention to where and when you do it. The situation is just as important as the
general state of your current friendship with the person. Asking a gal on a date while the other guy
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is on his knee proposing to her is usually considered bad. In all honesty, though, think about it - if
you've been fighting all day over something or other, it's not usually a good time. In general, if it
will merely add stress to the person's life rather than being something positive, don't bring it up.
There are better times, and you are needed more as a friend than as someone trying to change the
current situation - which requires them to be strong.
Know when to end the conversation. This has been covered earlier, but is important to know. If she
says yes, well, no worries. But if you get a qualified statement or a no, you need to make it possible
for a graceful exit with no one being hurt. Don't just stammer something out and high-tail it out that's rude. Be adult about it, let conversation go elsewhere or just drop if that's where it happens.
Say goodbye when you go - show that you have no hard feelings. This is immensely important. Just
because they can't always take you up on your offer doesn't mean they are personally insulting you.
It just means they aren't taking you up on your offer. _Nothing more_.
Now the medium-term. This is the next few weeks or even months. Again, a 'yes' is easy to deal with
- you have the relationship and go on with life. If it's qualified, you have to figure out that balance.
Do you wish to continue showing interest? Know before you ask the question about the relationship.
If you get that qualified 'no', with reasons given for not taking you up despite your both being
interested in each other, you need to know where you stand. If you wish to continue showing
interest, make sure that she knows you will do so, and make sure that this is acceptable to her. Doing
so puts all your cards on the table and makes it so that there are no misunderstandings whatsoever.
It is not asking her to change her mind - it is merely a request on your part to continue courting her
in a gentlemanly, relaxed manner, giving her the option to bring back up the possibility of romance
if she wishes it.
If this is welcome, consider carefully how to do it without stressing them by being too close, how to
keep showing your interest by not dropping away entirely, and how you can relate to each other
while waiting in limbo. Do _not_ bring up again the question of relationship. The fact you're still
flirting and talking with her and showing that interest that you were just before asking is enough to
show the question is still there. But it's in her court. Don't bring it up for a couple of months, at least
- otherwise you're a pest.
Be very careful here. It is all too easy to read into everything after this point and truly screw up your
friendship, let alone anything deeper. It is utter hell - trust me, I know. But it can be worth it.
Eventually, you will either lose interest, they will tell you to stop - in short, move things to a 'no' - or
they will take you up on your initial request for more than friendship. But it's in their court.
If they do say no, you need to know how to conduct yourself around her in the future. If you are
good friends, very little should actually happen, unless you made it so awkward in asking that she'll
always feel the awkwardness. After all, a good friend doesn't like causing their friends pain - and if
you make it difficult, she'll feel the fact she's causing you pain, thus causing the awkwardness.
Know where you stand - whether you can continue being friends, or whether you need to escape for
a bit before taking the friendship back up again. Whatever you do, don't make it so that there's bad
feeling. That's just handling life badly.
In the long-term, everything is a different ball-game. Your intent for this should be to make anything
possible, really. If you get a 'yes', I sincerely hope you're still operating under the mandate of that
answer for a very long time. If you get that 'no' - things can change over time. But wait a long time,
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so that things can change. You would be amazed what six months can do, or even longer. Just make
sure that it is a long time - your feelings need to change too, or at least move with time and not
simply remain frozen in that previous moment. As for the qualified 'no', make it so that should at
some point she changes her mind, she can come to you, or so that she'll be good friends with you
and cheer you on when you find someone else. Should you still be interested in her later on, and
you've been courting away for a long while without her telling you to quit... says something, doesn't
it? You'll have figured out if you're getting strung along by a certain point. Just be sure to be able to
acknowledge when things aren't going to change.
In Conclusion...
Dating is hell. I have never undergone anything that can make my heart pound as wildly, my lungs
seize up so dramatically, or my brain fry in a pan as much as trying to get that girl right there - no,
the one just to the right there - to agree to go have a coffee with me. I have made nearly every error
possible for a guy to make while still staying with legally and morally safe grounds in trying to get
that question across, and I'm still here, and still trying. I've even succeeded a time or two. The final
point: don't give up hope. I've done so numerous times, and have been proven so, so very wrong.
You may have found 'the one' - and may do so repeatedly. I have, much to my own amusement. My
experience has taught me that there is a different 'one' for nearly every time in our lives, and that it
is a rare (but wonderful) thing for one person to be that for all those times. Do not despair! There
will be more chances, more opportunities, more people in your life - and finding all that out and
learning from the experience of doing so is some of the best entertainment out there, not to mention
good for getting your heart rate up for long periods of time. Give humanity a chance - you'll be
surprised at the results"
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"THE SEXIST "RULES" for guys:
1. Be a "creature unlike any other." However, in particular think in terms of "The Creature from the
Black Lagoon" (Universal 1954), a dark monster that conquers her. Beauty and the Beast. Chicks love
that shit.
2. Don't talk much to a girl (but do take her dancing.) She only wants to talk about relationships and
girl stuff anyway. So take her dancing. They go nuts for this. Learn enough to get by and look cool,
though you won't need it much after you have her hooked. In the meantime you can flirt with the other
girls on the dance floor.
3. Pay her way on the date, but expect to get back in kind. Buy her a nice meal, so that she knows what
she owes you in exchange for the meal. In addition, if you buy her a fancy schmancy $50 dinner at
some ritzy place, she won't be able to turn down your request for a $300 "loan" until you can "get to
the cash machine." Good investment.
4. Don't call her after sex. Make her wait a few days. Girls do this stare at the phone thing, makes them
all anticipatory. Don't give them what they want. Call her in a couple of days or if you get horny again.
Also, after sex, just roll over and go to sleep, even if she hasn't had an orgasm yet. You did a lot of
work and you're tired, and you have important work to do tomorrow.
5. Always end phone calls first. Especially if she's read the Girl's Rules that tell her to do this, you
won't have to worry about long phone calls. I mean girls can yak so long on the phone.
6. Don't give her any warning about a date. Make sure she stays free all the time in case you call. And
more to the point, keep yourself free in case something comes up elsewhere, if you know what I mean. If
you call and she's not available, act real hurt, make it seem like you will end the relationship if she
does this a lot.
7. Tell her what she wants to hear (ie. Lie.) You like long walks on the beach. You love kids. You like to
cook. You're looking to settle down in a country home with that one special girl. You love horses, paris,
chick movies, sushi and Meryl Streep. You support her goals. Tell her you're rich, famous, whatever.
She'll figure out the more ridiculous ones eventually but if you play this right you'll get laid first and
have her captured. Don't be scared to eventually talk to her about "the relationship" -- girls go for this.
Just be sure not to believe it yourself.
8. Stop dating her if she doesn't put out by the second date.
Pretend like you're not super eager to get laid but drop the hint with gentle physical contact. It is nice
to date easy chicks and all and get laid on the first date, but some of the hottest ones like to wait a date.
However, if she doesn't at least give you a blowjob by date #2, #3 at the latest, there are better
investments out there. On date #3, remind her of the "third date rule."
9. Tell her you love her. This is the big corollary of rule #7. Don't do it right away but definitely do it if
she's showing reluctance on that blowjob. Practice saying it like you mean it. As the old saying goes,
"Sincerity is everything. If you can fake that you've got it made."
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10. No more than casual sex on the first, or 100th date. Definitely don't get too involved, as she might
ask to be monogamous or something. Make sure that you never let yourself get tied down.
11. Tell her what to do. Hey, in the end they all want to be dominated. So make all the decisions and see
how she goes for it. If so, you can probably get this to continue in the bedroom. No girl is perfect, but
most of them like to please a man so you can change the one(s) you have to fit your needs.
12. Be the bad boy. Girls love the "bad boy." They hope they can "reform" him, or they're a case of
point #11 above. Either way, you can be as bad as you like. Treat her like she doesn't exist. Be
mysterious. Dangerous. Wear cuffs and a leather motorcycle jacket, even if you drive a Hyundai. (Park
the Hyundai somewhere else and walk to where you meet her, though.) Remember, nice guys don't get
laid.
13. Don't let her know anything she can pin on you. Girls like to get close to their guy, and
"communicate." But later, if you break up, she might try and get back at you so for crissake don't let
her know anything she could use or spread to others. Invent deep intimate stuff you can tell her in bed,
she'll go for it. If you can't think up your own, buy one of those books with Fabio (the guy from the "I
can't believe it's not butter" commercials) on the cover and be one of those guys. (God, this guy can't
tell butter from margarine and chicks swoon over him? Something strange going on here.)
14. Don't tell her you're married! For some reason they get really upset. When you take off your ring,
get some tanning lotion or put your hand under a sunlamp to make sure it's not visible where you took
it off. Or tell your wife you just don't want to wear a ring; invent some sort of bizarre hand disease or
rice picker accident. Anyway even the ones who haven't read the Girl's Rules don't want to date
married guys so don't let her (or your wife) know.
15. Be a pain to live with. Well, this isn't a thing to so much try to do as a reminder to be yourself. If
you shack up, don't alter your own life just to make it easier for her. One exception, which is admittedly
a royal pain, but worth it -- put the toilet seat down after you take a wizz. She sees that and she'll think
she's found god's gift to girls, and she'll give you better sex than a $300 hooker. Compare -- 5 seconds
of your time each day to put down the seat vs. $300 blowjob. No brainer!
16. Don't get caught staring at her tits or other girls'. For some reason girls don't like it when we stare
at their tits when we talk to them. And they don't like us staring at other girls' either. As if we have a
choice! Anyway, they're watching for this so don't get caught. Check their eyes, then do your looking.
17. Don't let her leave your things in your apartment. Or give her a key, until you're sure you can count
on her for very regular nookie. Otherwise they might try to insinuate themselves into your life before
you are sure of this.
18. Even if you're engaged or married, you still can play around. I mean, do they own you or
something? This rule is the most fun.
19. Do The Rules even when your friends or parents think you're nuts! Truth is, you're getting laid, and
they are just jealous.
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20. Don't give her the ring, but make her think you will -- or give her a fake ring. Drop hints and
pretend like some day you want to be married to her, but don't actually do it. You can even get engaged
if you want to lock in some regular pussy. There's no law that says you actually have to follow through
with the ceremony. Plus, it takes an expert to tell cubic zirconia from a diamond, and if she takes her
ring to an expert she clearly doesn't trust you and is a lost cause anyway. You can get one of these
rings for about $100 and trust me you'll get a fuck worth far more than that out of it.
21. Double check the birth control. There's a trade off here. On one hand you don't want to use
condoms, so get her on the pill ASAP. On the other hand if she runs the birth control she might
blindside you with something annoying like a kid just to hook you. You decide. If she gets pregnant,
take the new "morning-after" pill for guys. (It alters your blood type.)
22. Don't discuss The Rules for Guys with girls. Like I need to explain this one to you? Do they explain
their rules to us? Thought not.
22a. Don't discuss The Rules for Guys with your therapist. Because if you have a therapist you've
really missed the point of The Rules for Guys.
23. Figure out her romantic dream. Almost all girls have one. In 90% of cases it's the knight in shining
armour, the handsome prince or the tall, dark and handsome mysterious stranger. Harlequin Romances
isn't exactly going broke selling girls books about how a guy comes into the girl's life and does
something as simple as fixing her car to make her life right and sweeps her off her feet. You would be
amazed at the "mileage" you can get just by taking her car down to the shop. Though if you can find a
good mechanic, let me know, OK? Anyway, subtly find out her own personal romantic dream, and playact it. On the cheap, of course -- you only have to play-act. While she may dream of a billionaire who
whisks her away to his ranch in his jet, she'll settle for a $60 rental limo and a $40 1-hour rental
horseback ride.
24. Sometimes ya gotta break The Rules. Hey, Burger King said it best. And it's a great place for a
cheap date (use $4 from the $300 she "lent" you.) But in this case I mean you gotta break the Girl's
Rules.
25. Do The Rules girls. Yes, you can! If you suspect that some really attractive girl is following The
Rules for girls, take heart. I mean if she's a dog, lose her. But if she's got a great set or you have some
other reason to particularly want her, you now know her exact game and can use it to get her. The book
tells these girls to follow its rules religiously, even when they don't make sense. You will have to wait 6
dates, but the authors do tell girls over 30 it's OK to have sex, so they will. Forget young "The Rules"
girls unless you are really keen on virgin-plucking. You only have to date 'em once a week -- if you date
them Friday then you are free as a bird on Saturday; they'll end calls and dates; they won't call you
when you have other girls over -- a lot of advantages, and as long as you see past all the manipulative
"hard-to-get" tricks you won't be fooled, just laid. First, you have to check if she's a The Rules girl or
just a stuck-up bitch. Sometimes it can be hard to differentiate them. Test this by first telling her how
much you admire a girl who sticks to her principles, and then call her Thursday telling her you just got
front-row Orchestra seats to the Boston Pops (a classical musical group) concert on Friday. If she says
yes, she's the stuck-up bitch. Say, "Did I say Boston Pops? I meant Iggy Pop!" and dump her.
If she says a reluctant no, she's a The Rules girl. The book tells them never to accept a weekend date
after Wednesday. Rush out to the bookstore to get a copy of The Rules. You'll find it in the
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dating/relationships section. Since there is zero chance you've ever gone near that section before, ask
at the cashier's desk. When you get to it you'll know why you've never been to this section before from
the titles of the books. Venus and Mars Together Forever. Men who hate women and the women who
love them too much. Like Dave Barry says I am not making this up. You're the only guy in weeks to go
to this section other than to laugh at the titles, so if you're lucky some chick might even hit on you. But
if not, go buy the book, and then read it. It's short. Now you'll know her exact game. Problem is, as
noted, it will be 6 weeks until you get laid. Be sure you have something else on the side during those six
weeks. But look at the advantages. Other than those noted above, you'll learn that she won't bring up
crap like "marriage" or "kids" or "the relationship." She expects you to bring these things up. Soon the
book will tell her to dump you. Track this, and make sure to start dating another The Rules girl before
the breakup -- 6 weeks before the breakup if you can time it right.
26. Do The Rules For Guys and you'll get laid. Don't forget this. You may be tempted to break them, to
be "nice" or "sensitive" or even listen to her. But everybody knows that nice guys don't get laid. You
want to be nice or in the sack? I thought so. "
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"I just read that 47,000 women answered People Magazine's reader's poll on the subject of what
women want in men. They reported that the most important attribute for a man to have is a sense of
humor, according to 43%. 31% value sensitivity first. 19% say intelligence. 6% rank good looks first,
and just 2% say money is most important. Once the guy gets her phone number, 47% of women
expect him to call within 24 hours, and 47% will wait up to three days. Only about 5% are still
willing to hear from him after a week. “
I'm curious on your take, Doc. What do you think? Which is the truth and which is the brainwashing?
Gordon - who wants to know if women are capable of communicating what they actually want.
Hi Gordon,
Brainwashing, yep, you can say that again. As usual, the politically correct Feminista-dominated
media have come up with a bunch of half-truths when it comes to understanding women. Why? To
confuse you guys even more that you are.
Remember that trying to find out what women want by asking them is like trying to get Gary Condit to
tell you how he honestly feels about marriage and commitment. You'll get an answer, but it won't have
much to do with reality.
I have interviewed thousands of women and not one ever said to me:
1. I want a man whom I can't control.
2. I want a man who, when I test him, does not give in.
3. I want a man who keeps me guessing.
But you will see many women in long term-committed relationships with guys who have these traits.
OK Gordon, now let's go over this list so I can un-brainwash you and the rest of mankind.
Yes, most women do prefer a guy with a sense of humor. When a guy is able to consistently make a
woman laugh, it shows her that he is confident and also fun to be with. And as we all know, girls just
want to have fun. But the idea that a sense of humor is the number one attribute that women look for in
a man is a bunch of malarkey.
In order for a woman to even give a hoot whether you have a sense of humor she first has to find you
physically attractive. If she's not physically attracted to you, you can be more hilarious than Robin
Williams on speed and you still won't have a chance for romance with her. The Reality Factor says that
you have to pass (her) Physical Attraction Test first in order to get to first base.
If a sense of humor were really the trait that women found most important in men, then all the funny
guys who look like Danny De Vito would be as successful with women as all the handsome hunks.
It's fascinating to observe how reluctant women are to admit how important looks are to them - as
evidenced by these poll results. You don't necessarily have be the hunk from heaven, but in order to
click with a particular chick, you need to have a look that she likes or you ain't gonna get the love boat
out of the dock no matter how hard you paddle.
The poll results revealed that 31% of women say they value "sensitivity" foremost. Now there's a
loaded word if I ever heard one. What do they mean by "sensitivity?" They don't explain it, do they?
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What a woman usually means when she says she wants a "sensitive" guy, is that she wants a guy who
will share all of his emotional pain, will dutifully listen to her complaints about everything and will
happily take orders from her. Of course this type of guy is always getting rejected or he is kept around
as a dartboard for all of her zingers. You see, Gordon, more female propaganda.
So almost half of the women who responded to the poll expect a guy to call within 24 hours? Yeah, they
EXPECT a guy to call within 24 hours because 90% of men can barely wait even that long before they
call. Unfortunately, thousands of guys are going to read those poll results and will feel even more
justified in jumping the gun as they always do.
And according to the poll, only 5% of women are willing to hear from a guy after a week. FALSE! It
would have been much more helpful and revealing if the People pollsters had asked those women a
question like: Have you ever had a relationship with a guy who waited a week or longer to call you? If
so, why did you date him even though he waited that long? Then we would have gotten some valuable
information.
19% (1 in 5) want intelligence. Does this mean that 4 out of 5 women are looking for stupid life long
partners? And now guys, for the biggest whopper of them all. According to the poll, only 2% (1 in 50)
of women are gold diggers. How does that jive with your experience? How many women have asked
you, "What do you do?" Remember; don't get brainwashed by the poll-takers questions and women's
answers."
"The money deal makes us guys crazy. If the guy pays, then the girl should drive to see him, or sleep
with him or absorb some other offset. No matter what a guy says, under any circumstance, in any
world, in any place.. if the guy pays then he expects some kind of reciprocation from the girl
PERIOD. Now, He might not even consciouisly acknowledge this but you better believe that millions
of years of genetic programming is not going to disappear in the few generations since womens
liberation. Oh Yes.. Womens Lib.. Wasn't that the thing where women wanted everything equal from
that point forward into history.. OH Right except when it comes to getting guys to pay for things..
uh, huh... and also on genetic programming, scientists have proven with absolute certainty that it
exist. It has al;so been proven without a doubt that men were programmed to hunt the dinosaurs and
jump all the women and the women were programmed to hang out in the cave and wait for the guys,
so women have actually evolved more than guys and guys would have to acknowledge this. But, It is
unfair for women to say that guys only want to have sex and not acknowledge that they have no
control over their biochemical drives. Women need to be more understanding of all of guys built-in
problems. We can't help it, we can only try to control it."
"Respect a women with your entire heart and you will win hers everytime."
"The women on one major dating site have this huge question sheet they send to all of the guys. I
got one and I fixed it up so it works for everybody. Here, use it. If you get all the answers off of
somebody you can pretty much mary them, sign them up as roommates or whatever, on the spot:
Are you looking for a boyfriend/girlfriend, lover or husband/wife? What is your ethnicity? What
kind of education did you have? What are your hobbies: and interests? Are you afraid to get close?
Are you ambitious? Are you emotionally available? List three things that really push your buttons?
Name a place you would like to go? Are you an "indoors" person? Are you an artist? What is the
most positive, and negative, relationship experience you have had? Are you and "outdoors" person?
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How many friends do you have in your social circle? Are you creative? In what ways? Are you Gay?
Bi? Straight? Are you romantic? Are you shy about your body? Are you sleeping with anyone now?
Are you thinking about moving in the next few years? Are you willing to sign a non-disclosure
agreement for work purposes? Can you go play during the day? At night? Midweek? Weekends?
Can you have a monogamous relationship today? How often do you change your sheets and towels?
Describe your childhood? Describe your sense of humor? Describe your work? Do you believe in the
supernatural? Do you wash you hands before eating? Do you brush your teeth after eating? Do you
believe that one person can have a productive impact on world change? Do you drink alcohol? Do
you enjoy your work? Do you go out to eat a lot? Do you have a pet? What kind? Do you have call
waiting? If someone calls do you get rid of the person you were talking to? Do you have children?
Do they live with you? Ages? Do you have insomnia? Do you like to be held while sleeping? Is your
monthly cycle likely to interact with a date or trip we have planned? Do you have sex during that
time of the month? Do you like to cook or bake? Do you live in a house, condo, apartment, etc? Do
you like soft touch? Do you own a car? What kind? Do you own a computer? How does stress affect
your lovemaking ability? Do you own a FAX and what is the number? Do you practice any
particular diets or eating habits? Do you sleep-in on Sundays? Do you Smoke?, If so will you quit?
Do you snore? Do you take a shower at night or in the morning on a regular basis? Would you
switch from morning to night or vice versa? Do you understand and distinguish between the five
states of intimacy (IE: Being sensual, being erotic, having sex, making love, F**ng)? Do you want a
relationship? Do you wear pajamas?
Do you wiggle or kick in your sleep? Favorite food? Have you ever been to an analyst, psychiatrist
or psychologist? Why? Have you ever made love outside? Have you ever slept with someone on the
first date? Have you had a recent STD test since you were with someone? Are you willing to provide
a doctors certificate of HIV/AIDS testing from the last 30 days if your partner also does? Have you
recently broken up with someone? How do you feel if you have to go to work earlier than your mate
and they get to stay in bed and sleep longer? How do you feel right now? How do you prefer the
weather? How does answering these questions make you feel? How does fast make you feel? How
long has it been since your last significant relationship? How long have you lived where you live?
How many dates have you ever had? How many different people have you ever been with sexually?
How many parties do you go to in an average month? How much do you earn per year? How much
time do you spend on the phone each day? How should who-pays-for-what be allocated when going
out? How would you describe your personality? Is religion a part of your life? Is spirituality a part
of your life? What 3 magazines do you read most? What are the medical tests and requirements for
you to safely have barrier-free sex? What are you allergic to? What are your erotic "kinks"? What
are your expenses per year? What are your favorite clothes to relax in? What are your favorite TV
shows? What are your feelings about having children? What are your feelings about marriage?
What do you think of you and me in a relationship, so far as you can tell, all other things being
equal, based on projection? What do your friends say is your worst habit? What is the longest you
have worked at one job? What is you favorite place ion the whole world? What is your astrology
sign? What is your favorite body of water? Use an adjective to describe how thinking about it makes
you feel? What is your favorite season? What is your favorite surface or texture? What is your idea
of a great weekend escape? What is your political viewpoint? What is your bodytype? What are your
sexual needs relative to specific actions or techniques? If your mate was sick or stressed, how long
go you put up with them being like that before looking elsewhere? Can you handle intensity? What
kind of birth control do you use? What kind of intimacy have you been used to on a first date? What
kind of music do you like? What percent of your ex-mates do you still talk to? What style of clothes
do you wear? What time do you generally get up? What time do you generally go to bed? What time
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do you usually go out at night? How late do you usually stay out? What was the reason you were
terminated from all of the jobs that terminated you? Who are your heroes? What are you the most
frustrated about in your life? Would you understand if your mate couldn't sleep if they held you all
night? Your drinking habits? Your position on recreational drugs? Do you smoke at all? What is
your position on who should pay for what? What is your position on how much money you should
be provided with by your boyfriend of husband each day, week or month?"
" Most of the gals will cancel a few hours before the day or the same day as the date. They get so many
offers that they will take the best one for that day or they will get cold feet at meeting a real person and
bail. Plan on a large percentage of last minute cancellations and plan a back-up plan"
DEFINITIONS: PARTY: 1. (verb, transitive) To engage in markedly heterosexual activities (e.g.,
"She's dressed like she wants to party.") 2. (adj.) Exemplifying a proclivity for
heterosexual activity (e.g., "I hear she's a party girl.") 3. (noun) A social gathering.
DATE: Function: verb
Inflected Form(s): dat\B7ed; dat\B7ing
Date: 15th century
transitive senses
1 : to determine the date of <date an antique>
2 : to record the date of : mark with the date
3 a : to mark with characteristics typical of a particular period b : to show up plainly the age of
4 : to make or have a date with
intransitive senses
5 : to reckon chronologically
6 : ORIGINATE <a friendship dating from college days>
7 : to become dated
8 : to go out on usually romantic dates
9 : to go to a public event with another human
10: To engage in an activity which is planned and which one person or the other pays for
11: To ask and receive acceptance by another single individual with whom you do not have an
ongoing significant relationship, to engage in an entertainment event for the purpose of engaging in
sexual activities after a series of interpersonal rituals within the date or event.
12: To engage in rituals designed to produce sexual activities with a person whom you recently met
13: To engage in a review process to determine of you and another individual wish to marry or
become boyfriend and girlfriend
14: To arrange to go out for a fun activity with friends of any gender or intention
15: Any activity where both parties think there is a chance that sex will happen
RESOURCES: At last count, if you go to http://www.amazon.com, and enter the word "dating", in the
Search window, for Books, you will find over 351 books on dating;Your friends; Newsgroups, ie.
alt.rec.dating; "NOT" advice columnists;Workshops in the alternative newspapers in your city;
Classes in things you are interested in. The number one dating class in 2000: Yoga, followed by
Photography, followed by Cooking;Best place to meet people: Your Cities largest grocery stores in the
best neighborhoods between 4:30PM and 7PM (The San Francisco Marina Safeway being the founder
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of this tradition). Art gallery openings. Supply stores, ie: Sports, Cooking, Photo, pets, etc; Clubs.
Community service groups. Political groups.
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Safe Sex Dating Safety And Crucial Medical Info For All Singles
Boys and girls have sex. We all know that. But do we all know how to have it safely.
Get Tested:
Buy one of these HIV home test kits at: http://www.homeaccess.com/02/02/
or call the Private HIV test line at 1-800-584-8183
Or just ask your doctor to test you for:
- HIV (https://www.mylabbox.com/how-much-does-an-hiv-test-cost/)
- Hepatitis C
- Herpes Simplex II
- Syphilis (https://www.mylabbox.com/test-for-syphilis/)
- Chlamydia (https://www.mylabbox.com/chlamydia-101-the-facts/)
- Gonorrhea (https://www.mylabbox.com/clap-gonorrhea-symptoms-in-women/)
- Trichomoniasis
- HPV
- Mycoplasma
- Ureaplasma
YOU SHOULD NOT BE DATING UNLESS YOU HAVE HAD THESE TESTS!
Condoms are made of latex or similar materials, and have thousands of natural, microscopic, holes in
them. That is the nature of latex. HIV is much smaller than the holes so condoms only decrease the
odds, THEY DO NOT PREVENT HIV/AIDS 100%! Get tested.
Testing isn't a quick turn-around, it can take 1 week to 3 weeks to get reasonable results back. If you
like somebody, plan ahead, get tested now.
Use soap and water before and right after sex. Yes, soap really kills alot of bad things.
Other at home STD kits only test for the a limited selection of the most common sexually transmitted
diseases. The myLAB Box Total Box ( https://www.mylabbox.com ) has been designed to test for all 10
of the top STD risks in the United States, as recorded by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. This 10 panel STD test kit screens for:
HIV (https://www.mylabbox.com/how-much-does-an-hiv-test-cost/)
Hepatitis C
Herpes Simplex II
Syphilis (https://www.mylabbox.com/test-for-syphilis/)
Chlamydia (https://www.mylabbox.com/chlamydia-101-the-facts/)
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Gonorrhea (https://www.mylabbox.com/clap-gonorrhea-symptoms-in-women/)
Trichomoniasis
HPV
Mycoplasma
Ureaplasma
The Total Box allows our customers to get the answers they need without ever stepping outside their
home! The results you receive from any myLAB Box test are just as accurate as the ones you would
receive from getting testing at a clinic.
Our 10 panel STD test kit is exactly what you need to stay healthy and free from the most common
sexually transmitted infections. You can complete each test quickly and conveniently: any time, any
place!
What is Inside the Total Box?
myLAB Box’s Total Box is shipped discreetly to your door. Customers will find the following in each
kit:
A urine (for men) or vaginal (for women) sample collection kit
An at-home “finger prick” blood drop collection kit (don’t worry – it requires no more than a dimesized sample!)
Easy-to-follow instructions to make testing simple and quick
Self-addressed stamped envelope to return your sample to the lab
No Embarrassment. All Convenience.
One major benefit of myLAB Box’s at-home testing service is that it’s an easier, less embarrassing, and
far more convenient way to test for STDs (https://www.mylabbox.com/6-ways-avoid-getting-std-newyear/).
Many men and women avoid being tested in the first place. This may be due to embarrassment, a busy
schedule or general anxiety of visiting the doctor. Reduce your stress, as well as your risk, by screening
for sexually transmitted infections with just one set of samples. Performing these tests on your samples
complies with all state and federal regulations regarding laboratory testing. Shipping for all myLAB
Box’s tests is completely free, both to your home and back to our lab. You’ll never need to worry about
paying for postage.
Telemedicine Puts You In Control
From testing to treatment, myLAB Box is a fully integrated service. Stay confident about your health
with accurate and timely lab-certified results.
In the event that your results are positive for any infections, our test packages also offer another
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incredible feature: telemedicine. These are free consultations with certified STD counselors and
physicians for anyone who tests positive using myLAB Box’s service. If you live in one of the many
states that supports telemedicine – and most do – you can even receive a prescription for treatment
right over the phone. Throughout the entire testing process, professionally trained counselors are
available to provide assistance and to answer your questions.
https://www.mylabbox.com/10-panel-std-test/
Lora Ivanova, Co-Founder and CMO of myLAB Box, adds:
“From affordable screening to complimentary physician consultations for positives, every aspect of the
myLAB Box service is designed to be something a user can easily handle out-of-pocket and without
complications. The recent shake-up of our healthcare system further deepens our resolve to grow our
offerings and develop a new hassle-free lab-testing model. We believe that this is not just great
business, but a much-needed resource that can curb a widespread epidemic in the U.S. today.”
myLAB Box’s Total Box is the easiest and most convenient way to test for the most common sexually
transmitted infections. In the midst of today’s spreading STD epidemic, regular testing is a must for
anyone who engages in intimate sexual activities. This 10 panel STD test (https://www.mylabbox.com
/product/total-box-10-panel-std-test/) kit lets you test yourself for all major infections within 5 minutes
from the comfort of home. myLAB Box provides better access to treatment options. The service aims to
curb costs and infections much faster than conventional testing methods. Don’t stress, just test!
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In Contempt of Courtship
By Elizabeth Austin, Washington Monthly
Monica Lewinsky has a new job: doling out her sage dating advice as host of a new Fox TV "reality"
show, "Mr. Personality." In the show, a babelicious young stockbroker named Hayley is asked to
choose a lover from a group of 20 masked suitors. The masks, we're told, are used to conceal the men's
looks and force Hayley to base her decision on personality alone - a concept that assumes a lady never
glances below her date's chin. Unlike Ms. Lewinsky (described in the show's promotional materials
only as a psych major-turned-handbag designer who "currently lives in New York City and is
considering a future career in law") Fox execs limited their pool of eligible suitors to unmarried men
who do not live on Pennsylvania Avenue.
As host, Ms. Lewinsky functions as Hayley's on-site girlfriend, giggling with her at hidden-camera
footage that shows the suitors misbehaving at a party and helping her to make the undoubtedly difficult
decision to dump the guy who slipped off into a bathroom to share a few intimate moments with a hula
dancer. The show has spawned plenty of off-camera controversy - the spurned suitor later claimed that
the sound of a zipper opening, heard through the bathroom door, was a sound-effect added in postproduction - but primetime audiences' enthusiastic reaction to it has skipped over one huge question:
What does it say about our society that we now consider Monica Lewinsky qualified to help anyone
find her soulmate?
Lewinsky's show is only the latest in a whole slew of dating-based "reality" TV shows, which include
"The Bachelor," "Meet My Folks," "Married by America," "Blind Date," "The Fifth Wheel,"
"Elimidate," "A Dating Story," "Dismissed," "Rendez-View," "Change of Heart," "Shipmates,"
"Temptation Island," "Looking for Love," and "EX-treme Dating." In my personal favorite, "Joe
Millionaire," 20 women were whisked to a romantic French chateau to compete for a man's affections.
The women were told the young man had recently inherited $50 million and was "looking for a special
someone to share his newfound wealth." I spent the show's entire seven-episode run wondering where
Fox managed to find 20 grown women gullible enough to believe that a tall, underwear-modelhandsome guy with $50 million might need professional help in finding a date. But the success of these
shows - 40 million viewers tuned in to watch Joe Millionaire choose his guileless mate - shows how
much we love to watch other people date, especially when there's a better-than-decent chance of
witnessing an emotional trainwreck. Why do so many eligible singles prefer to sit at home watching
other people go out to dinner, walk hand-in-hand, and smooch in bubbling hot tubs than to actually go
out on dates? When did we start to consider dating a synonym for hell?
It's almost impossible to find a positive depiction of contemporary dating anywhere. Television sitcoms
from "Friends" to "Frasier" delight in the antics of lovelorn singles - not because they're more
glamorous than their married counterparts, but because the vicissitudes of modern dating lend
themselves to easy laughs. In novels, we see Bridget Jones as the modern-day counterpart of Jane
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Austen's Elizabeth Bennet - only somehow the centuries have robbed our heroine of her ability to bring
Mr. Darcy to his knees.
Wasn't the sexual revolution supposed to make courtship more fun? Yet everywhere we look, we see
single people bemoaning the loneliness, the despair, the just plain drudgery of dating. Dorothy L.
Sayers once said, "The only sin passion can commit is to be joyless." But how much joy is there in
courtship these days? Dating, it seems, has become a necessary chore, rather like scrubbing down the
storm windows.
The Rules of Court
Something has gone drastically awry in the process of meeting and mating. I recently played confidant
to a friend who has valiantly decided to re-enter the courtship arena. From her description, it sounded
like she was applying for a new job - reading the want ads, circling anything that sounded halfway
promising, sending in her r\E9sum\E9 via e-mail, and then trudging out on a series of high-stress
interviews. (The only difference was, most employers usually don't advertise until the post is actually
vacant, whereas at least one of her hot prospects hadn't quite gotten around to telling his wife that the
family organization was planning to downsize.) To hone their "interview" skills, desperate affluent
singles are driven to hire dating consultants to tell them how to do it right. One New York consultant
bragged to Fox News that she charges her female clients $350 for a half-hour consultation to assess
the dateworthiness of their hair, makeup, and wardrobe, while men pay $15,000 upfront for
introductions to a dozen eligible pre-screened women. That fee also includes a virtual date with the
consultant, who then scrutinizes the poor insecure fellow's manners and conversational skills.
For those who can't afford individual instruction, there are guidebooks like "The Rules," billed as
"time-tested secrets for capturing the heart of Mr. Right." The authors promise their husband-hunting
readers that faithful adherence to a few basic rules, such as "Never Call Him, Always Let Him Call
You" and "Don't Talk Too Much" will help them land the spouse of their dreams. (From the vision of
dainty femininity sketched out in "The Rules," one reaches the inescapable conclusion that all the
eligible bachelors out there have posters of Donna Reed plastered above their beds.) The bad news, of
course, is that once a girl has adopted the primly determined Rules persona to capture him, she has to
keep up the hard work in order to keep him. Hence, "The Rules for Marriage," the follow-up to the
runaway bestseller. Hewing firmly to "The Rules" over the course of four or five decades is a daunting
prospect, as the recent divorce of one of the co-authors confirms.
Dueling Rulebooks
Perhaps the continuing popularity of "The Rules" - in spite of its co-author's marital track record,
they're still charging $3.99 a minute for dating consultations - is a sign that singles today are desperate
for some set of principles to follow. Unlike the well-established courtship rituals of the 1950s, what we
have today is a motley set of individual expectations, most of them patently mystifying to everyone but
ourselves. Courtship has become an unending pick-up game of playground ball, with each player
operating according to his or her own individual rulebook. A woman may make a seductive gesture
fraught with symbolic meaning - only to find that, to her partner, it's a request for a time-out.
Take, for example, this star-crossed couple who poured out their story of dueling social semiotics to a
women's magazine a few years ago. Both sides agree that he invited her out on a dinner date, and that
they had a wonderful time until the bill was presented. "When the dinner check came, I took it,"
explained 32-year-old Charlie. "But Susie reached for her wallet. 'Can I help pay?' she asked. My
heart sank. I was sure she didn't like me. I figure if a woman wants to split the check, she's telling you
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that she wants to be friends. After that, the evening ended kind of awkwardly. I didn't know if I should
kiss her or anything, so I kind of hastily said good-night."
Susie, 28, told the reporter that she saw the encounter very differently. "I offered to split the check
because I didn't want him to feel obliged to pay for me. I figure if he had really liked me, in a
girlfriend/boyfriend way, he wouldn't have taken my money - not on the first date, anyway. And I guess
I was right: he didn't try to kiss me or say anything about another date."
It's revealing that teenagers no longer "date" in the traditional sense. Instead, they move in
intersecting herds, and actual dating is reserved for those who are already official couples. Formal
events, such as homecoming and prom, are arranged with the help of intermediaries: The parties
involved set up embassies in the lunch room, and send out ambassadors to arrange the necessary
treaties. When one young swain recently called and directly invited a 16-year-old girl to Homecoming,
her parents gave the courageous young man two thumbs up. But the girl herself was put off. "It seems
so forward, just calling and asking someone out like that," she explained after declining his suit. Her
parents are now resigned to a life without grandchildren.
The Lost Art of Flirting
At the risk of being stripped of my right to wear Birkenstocks, I have to admit that the courtship rituals
of the 1950s make me feel a little wistful. The gender roles may have been constricting and the shoes
were impossibly tight across the toes, but it's impossible to deny the now-guilty pleasures of sweetheart
bouquets, dinner dates, and nightclubs where heterosexual men danced voluntarily. (And I'm far from
alone in my nostalgia, as proven by the release of a recent retro-romance movie, "Down With Love,"
starring Hollywood A-listers Ren\E9e Zellweger and Ewan McGregor.) I can't help envying the "smart
and sophisticated woman" described by Helen Gurley Brown - author of the once-scandalous "Sex and
the Single Girl" - who responded to men's advances with this polished reply: "You're really lovely, but
do you honestly suppose I can sleep with every man who asks me? The answer for now is no." Brown
claimed that one importunate suitor finally gave his iron-knickered lady a silver charm engraved with
the words, "We'll see."
I can just hear the anguished screams of "That's just game-playing!" And that's exactly correct. Both
parties were playing a game - defined in my dictionary as "a way of amusing oneself; a pastime;
diversion." The game was called "flirting," and it's what people used to do while they were trying to
decide whether they might be able to stand each other's company over the hyperextended road trip that
is married life. It's funny: The men who most oppose the idea of "playing games" in courtship are the
same ones who can spend endless hours debating the merits of the designated hitter rule. In all forms
of human behavior, there are rules. (For instance, we now shake hands upon introduction instead of
sniffing each other's sweat glands.) The trouble is, the rules governing courtship today are vexing and
often destructive, reducing the stuff of poetry to something akin to emotional dodgeball.
One Rule To Ring Them All
Why is dating today so stressful? The answer is simple: Sex.
I know. That sounds perilously like those counter-feminist conservatives who rail at modern woman for
coldheartedly indulging her lustful desires instead of saving her precious flower for the lucky man who
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will someday lift her bridal veil. But my argument is based not on morality but on sheer utility: The
way it's being done lately, courtship isn't any fun.
That's because there is currently only one broadly accepted rule of courtship: The Third Date is The
Date (unless, of course, you're a glued-together-at-the-knees Rules girl.) If either party declines sex on
the Third Date, it's a clear sign that the relationship is going nowhere. And if the Third Date
culminates in sex, they're officially a couple - or at least, the guy's a real loser if he doesn't ask the girl
out again afterwards. (Sex before the Third Date is a signal that a) you believe in love at first sight; b)
you're a promiscuous floozy; or c) you think a, he thinks b.)
It's time for all of us to admit that this courtship model simply doesn't work. If lightning doesn't strike
by Date Three, you can end up walking away from a perfectly lovely person who might just be a little
shy, or having a bad hair day. Or worse, by rushing headlong into a "committed relationship" with
someone you've met only a few times, you can end up wasting weeks, months, sometimes even years of
your life on someone you don't really like very much, on the grounds that you're already "invested" in
the relationship.
The problem is, we can't bring ourselves to admit that we're going to have to give up the prospect of
instant sex - however rarely it actually happens - for a longer period of pre-intercourse courtship.
That's understandable - and not just because we all like to think of ourselves as the proud owners of
constantly pulsating loins. Given how dreadful dating has become, we hate to think of prolonging the
agony as we wait for the only foreseeable good part. (Though from what I hear from my single
girlfriends, the sex isn't all that hot, anyway.)
But if we could decide collectively that sex is worth waiting a bit longer for, we'd find that courtship
itself might become a lot less stressful and a lot more fun. Right now, those first couple of dates are
incredibly intense; we give ourselves only six or eight hours of conversation before deciding whether
we want to commit to a monogamous sexual relationship. If we had, oh, six or eight - maybe even 10 dates to make up our minds, we could focus more on the actual date and less on its sequel. By investing
a few extra hours in the process, we might draw out of a shy person an unexpected vein of sardonic wit
or a deep well of political insight. With luck, we'd screen out some of those false charmers who have
learned to conceal their mean-spiritedness for a week or two. And after the eighth, ninth, or 10th date?
Well, let's just say that some things are greatly improved by anticipation.
Heroic Couplets
I suppose I should make a confession here: I haven't done any dating for a long, long time. I'm what
Bridget Jones author Helen Fielding would call a "Smug Married." And quite frankly, when I hear my
single friends bewailing their dating lives, I do feel a bit complacent. But when I think about what
courtship could, and should, be, I remember one night when my husband and I went out to celebrate
some double-digit wedding anniversary.
We had hired a babysitter, gotten all dressed up, and treated ourselves to dinner at some sleek new
restaurant in the city. A comfortable, compatible married couple, we were having a very nice time joking, relaxing, knocking back a little too much Chardonnay. Then we noticed the man and woman
sitting next to us. They were visibly trembling with desire. (The waiter didn't bother to ask them if they
wanted dessert.) It was clear that this was no standard Third Date, to be promptly followed by a tidy
hour of pre-programmed abandon. There was none of the awkwardness of fresh acquaintance, no
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conversational false starts or miscues. It was obvious they were madly in love, and that they were
looking forward to a long-awaited, devoutly wished consummation. They were co-adventurers, taking
that first exhilarating leap over Niagara Falls. And somehow, as we sat watching that couple from the
smooth safety of the shallow waters far downstream, we didn't feel smug at all.
To me, that's what courtship ought to be. And if it's not, we're doing it wrong. (Elizabeth Austin is a
Chicago writer)
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“Should you get plastic surgery to improve your dating life? Check out these before and after pictures
to see how it often works out:
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“Do you see a “type of person” in these photos? If not, then you might not be in that “type”:
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Bizarre, Funny And Unique Profiles:
“Frat House guys seem to all: cheat on their taxes, cheat on their wives, and cheat on their girlfriends.
If you marry one you will always have to wonder when the IRS, SEC or FBI is going to show up and
arrest him for securities fraud and take your house away. They meet up together at sports bars, mens
clubs, stripper joints, golf clubs, etc. and reinforce their mysoginist attitudes together about using
women as "sport' or 'baby ovens'. Their 'bromances' are thinly veiled man-love that can tear a
marriage apart. While they all do have perfectly symmetrical faces, look like the contestants on The
Bachlorette and have rich daddies, 90% of their marriages in the Bay Area end in divorces where the
court filings use the word "abuse" quite a bit. You can look it up on PACER, the online federal court
database. (Check out the Andy Rubin case.. woooeeeee!!) Their swaggering competition between each
other is based on using women as trophies to show off until they 'upgrade' to the younger model to
impress their other Fratboy friends. They are out every single night, usually sleeping with a different
dating site date (so you will get exotic germs from them)...”
"I can lift a fully-grown horse above my head, and I can hold my breath for ten minutes. To settle a
wager, I once ate a pound of P.B. Fouke's strongest badger poison and then ran a mile in the nude. I
cannot feel pain, and I can see for two miles unaided by a lens. No man can kill me, I have beaten a
man of every race in formal combat. A medical doctor and two priests have written and signed a
document confirming that I have wings. I own 127 rescue dogs. Men faint when I am near and
women cry from coveted desire. I once won a cactus eating contest and my Mother was the mistress
of Pope John Paul IV.."
““The only reason I want a boyfriend is so that when I’m singing Fergalicious and it’s at the part where
she says, ‘I be up in the gym just workin on my fitness he’s my witness’ I can point to him and he’ll do
the little ‘wooOOH’ part because right now I have to do both parts by myself and it’s stressful.”
“If I can’t bounce a quarter off your inner thigh, hit the gym, not the ‘send’ button.” “We cannot
differ on anything. If we do, you’ll have to change.” — dont_email_me, an OkCupid user in
Texas...“Okay, here’s the thing,” dont_email_me wrote in his self-summary, “I receive tens of
thousands of emails a day and I can’t possibly take the time to read all of them. Or even some of
them. All I know is, please don’t send me an email if we aren’t at least 100% match and 0%
enemies.”
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Internet Safety and Security When Dating On The Web
You probably can't imagine the second-by-second dangers and harms that modern electronics, like your
phone and tablet, are causing to your life, your income, your privacy, your beliefs, your human rights,
your bank account records, your political data, your job, your brand name, your medical data, your
dating life, your reputation and other crucial parts of your life.
Any use of a dating site, social media site, movie site, or anything that you log in to, puts you at
substantial risk. Remember: "if it has a plug, it has a bug" . Every electronic device can be easily made
to spy on you in ways you cannot possibly imagine.
There have been over 15,000 different types of hacks used against over 3 billion "average" consumers.
EVERY one of them thought they were safes and that nobody would hack them because "nobody cared
about them". History has proven every single one of them to have been totally wrong!
If you are smart, and you read the news, you will know that you should ditch all of your electronic
devices and "data-poison" any information about you that touches a network by only putting fake info
in all conceivable forms and entries on the internet. You, though, may be smart but lazy, like many, and
not willing to step outside of the bubble of complacency that corporate advertising has surrounded you
with.
Never, Ever, put your real information on Youtube, Netflix, Linkedin, Google, Twitter, Comcast,
Amazon and any similar online service because it absolutely, positively will come back and harm you!
Always remember: Anybody that does not like you can open, read and take any photo, data, email or
text on EVERY phone, computer, network or electronic device you have ever used no matter how
"safe" you think your personal or work system is! They can do this in less than a minute. Also:
Hundreds of thousands of hackers scan every device, around the clock, even if they never heard of you,
and will like your stuff just for the fun of causing trouble. Never use an electronic device unless you
encrypt, hide and code your material! One of the most important safety measures you can take is to
review the security info at: https://www.privacytools.io/
Those people who think: "I have nothing to worry about..I am not important" ARE the people who get
hacked the most. Don't let naivete be your downfall.
All of your info on Target, Safeway, Walgreens has been hacked and read by many outsiders. NASA,
The CIA, The NSA, The White House and all of the federal background check files have been hacked.
The Department of Energy has been hacked hundreds of times. All of the dating sites have been hacked
and their staff read all of your messages. Quest labs blood test data and sexual information reports have
been hacked and published to the world. There is no database that can't be easily hacked. Every
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computer system with Intel, AMD, Juniper Networks, Cisco and other hardware in it can be hacked in
seconds with the hardware back-doors soldered onto their electronic boards. All of the credit reporting
bureaus have been hacked. Wells Fargo bank is constantly hacked. YOU ARE NOT SAFE if you put
information on a network. NO NETWORK is safe! No Silicon Valley company can, or will, protect
your data; mostly because they make money FROM your data!
Every single modern cell phone and digital device can be EASILY taken over by any hacker and made
to spy on you, your family, your business and your friends in thousands of different ways. Taking over
the microphone is only a small part of the ways a phone can be made to spy on you. Your phone can
record your location, you voice vibrations, your mood, your thoughts, your sexual activity, your
finances, your photos, your contacts (who it then goes off and infects) and a huge number of other
things that you don't want recorded.
The worst abusers of your privacy, personal information, politics and psychological information
intentions are: Google, Facebook, Linkedin, Amazon, Netflix, Comcast, AT&T, Xfinity, Match.com &
the other IAC dating sites, Instagram, Uber, Wells Fargo, Twitter, Paypal, Hulu, Walmart, Target,
YouTube, PG&E, The DNC, Media Matters, Axciom, and their subsidiaries. Never, ever, put accurate
information about yourself on their online form. Never, ever, sign in to their sites using your real name,
phone, address or anything that could be tracked back to you.
If you don't believe that every government hacks citizens in order to destroy the reputation of anyone
who makes a public statement against the current party in power then read the public document at:
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP89-01258R000100010002-4.pdf That
document shows you, according to the U.S. Congress, how far things can go.
A program called ACXIX hunts down all of your records from your corner pharmacy, your taxi rides,
your concert tickets, your grocery purchases, what time you use energy at your home, your doctor
records...and all kinds of little bits of info about you and puts that a file about you. That file about you
keeps growing for the rest of your life. That file sucks in other files from other data harvesting sites like
Facebook and Google: FOREVER. The information in that file is used to try to control your politics
and ideology.
In recent science studies cell phones were proven to exceed radiation safety limits by as high as 11
times the 2-decade old allowable U.S. radiation limits when phones touch the body. This is one of
thousands of great reasons to always remove the battery from your cell phone when you are not talking
on it. A phone without a battery in it can't spy on you and send your data to your enemies.
If you are reading this notice, the following data applies to you:
1. EVERY network is known to contain Intel, Cisco, Juniper Networks, AMD, QualComm and other
hardware which has been proven to contain back-door hard-coded access to outside parties. This is a
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proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts,
Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ,
Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
2. Chinese, Russian FSB, Iranian and other state-sponsored hacking services as well as 14 year old
domestic boys are able to easily enter your networks, emails and digital files because of this. They can
enter your network at any time, with less than 4 mouse clicks, using software available to anyone. This
is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence and inventory records, ie:
Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
3. Your financial office is aware of these facts and has chosen not to replace all of the at-risk
equipment, nor sue the manufacturers who sold your organization this at risk equipment. They believe
that the hassle and cost of replacement and litigation is more effort than the finance department is
willing to undertake. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence,
national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On
Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
4. In addition to the existing tools that were on the internet, in recent years, foreign hackers have
released all of the key hacking software that the CIA, DIA and NSA built to hack into any device.
These software tools have already been used hundreds of times. Now the entire world has access to
these tools which are freely and openly posted across the web. This is a proven, inarguable fact based
on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence
and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services,
FBI.
5. The computers, servers, routers, cell phones, IP cameras, IP microphones, Smart Meters, Tesla’s,
“Smart Devices:”, etc. and other devices openly broadcast their IP data and availability on the internet.
In other words, many of your device broadcast a “HERE I AM” signal that can be pinged, scanned,
spidered, swept or, otherwise, seen, like a signal-in-the-dark from anywhere on Earth and from
satellites overhead. Your devices announce that they are available to be hacked, to hackers. This is a
proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts,
Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ,
Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
6. It is bad policy for your organization, or any organization, to think they are immune or have IT
departments that can stop these hacks. NASA, The CIA, The White House, EQUIFAX, The
Department of Energy, Target, Walmart, American Express, etc. have been hacked hundreds of times.
This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news
broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye,
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ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
7. The thinking: “Well, nobody would want to hack us”, or “We are not important enough to get
hacked” is the most erroneous and negligent thinking one could have in the world today. Chinese,
Russian and Iranian spy agencies have a global “Facebook for blackmail” and have been sucking up the
data of every entity on Earth for over a decade. If the network was open, they have the data and are
always looking for more. The same applies to Google and Facebook who have based their entire
business around domestic spying and data re-sale. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court
records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and
inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services,
FBI.
8. You are a “Stepping Stone” doorway to other networks and data for targeted individuals and other
entities. Your networks provide routes into other people’s networks. The largest political industry today
is called “Doxing” and “Character Assassination”. Billions of dollars are expended by companies such
as IN-Q-Tel - (DNC); Gawker Media - (DNC); Jalopnik - (DNC); Gizmodo Media - (DNC); K2
Intelligence - (DNC); WikiStrat - (DNC); Podesta Group - (DNC); Fusion GPS - (DNC/GOP); Google
- (DNC); YouTube - (DNC); Alphabet - (DNC); Facebook - (DNC); Twitter - (DNC); Think Progress (DNC); Media Matters - (DNC); Black Cube - (DNC); Mossad - (DNC); Correct The Record - (DNC);
Sand Line - (DNC/GOP); Blackwater - (DNC/GOP); Stratfor - (DNC/GOP); ShareBlue - (DNC);
Wikileaks (DNC/GOP); Cambridge Analytica - (DNC/GOP); Sid Blumenthal- (DNC); David Brock (DNC); PR Firm Sunshine Sachs (DNC); Covington and Burling - (DNC), Buzzfeed - (DNC) Perkins
Coie - (DNC); Wilson Sonsini - (DNC) and hundreds of others to harm others that they perceive as
political, personal or competitive threats. Do not under-estimate your unintended role in helping to
harm others. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national
news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security,
FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
9. NEVER believe that you are too small to be noticed by hackers. Parties who believe that are the
hackers favorite targets. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT
evidence, national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs
On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
10. NEVER believe that because the word “DELL” or “IBM” or “CISCO” is imprinted on the plastic
cover of some equipment that you are safe. Big brands are targeted by every spy agency on Earth and
are the MOST compromised types of equipment. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court
records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and
inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services,
FBI.
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11. YOU may not personally care about getting exposed but the person, or agency, you allow to get
exposed will be affected for the rest of their lives and they will care very much and could sue you for
destroying them via negligence. Be considerate of others in your “internet behavior”. Do not put
anything that could hurt another on any network, ever. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court
records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and
inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye, ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services,
FBI.
12. Never post your real photograph online, or on a dating site social media or on any network. There
are thousands of groups who scan every photo on the web and cross check those photos in their
massive databases to reveal your personal information via every other location your photo is posted.
These "image harvesters" can find out where you, who your friends and enemies are and where your
kids are in minutes using comparative image data that they have automated and operating around the
clock. This is a proven, inarguable fact based on court records, FISA data, IT evidence, national news
broadcasts, Congressional presented evidence and inventory records, ie: Krebs On Security, FireEye,
ICIJ, Wikileaks Vault 9, EU, Global IT services, FBI.
13. If you think using web security measures like this makes you "paranoid", then think again. Cautious
and intelligent people use these security measures because these dangers are proven in the news
headlines daily. Uninformed, naive and low IQ people are the types of people who do not use good web
hygiene and who suffer because they are not cautious and are not willing to consider the consequences
of their failure to read the news and stay informed.
- Provided By The Broadcast News Association - 2019
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED:
According to the world's top internet security experts: "...Welcome to the new digital world. Nobody
can ever type anything on the internet without getting scanned, hacked, privacy abused, data harvested
for some political campaign, spied on by the NSA and Russian hackers and sold to marketing
companies. You can't find a corporate or email server that has not already been hacked. For $5000.00,
on the Dark Web, you can now buy a copy of any person's entire dating files from match.com, their
social security records and their federal back-ground checks. These holes can never be patched because
they exist right in the hardware of 90% of the internet hardware on Earth. Any hacker only needs to
find one hole in a network in order to steal everything in your medical records, your Macy's account,
your credit records and your dating data. Be aware, these days, Mr. & Ms. Consumer. Facebook,
Google, Twitter and Amazon have turned out to be not-what-they-seem. They manipulate you and your
personal information in quite illicit manners and for corrupt purposes. Avoid communicating with
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anybody on the internet because you will never know who you are really talking to. Only
communication with people live and in-person..."

SPREAD THE WORD. TELL YOUR FRIENDS. COPY AND PASTE THIS TO YOUR SOCIAL
MEDIA. SEE MORE PROOF IN THESE ARTICLES:
https://www.i-programmer.info/news/149-security/12556-google-says-spectre-and-meltdown-are-toodifficult-to-fix.html
https://sputniknews.com/us/201902231072681117-encryption-keys-dark-overlord-911-hack/
https://www.businessinsider.com/nest-microphone-was-never-supposed-to-be-a-secret-2019-2
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/430779-google-says-hidden-microphone-was-never-intended-tobe-a-secret
https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/71200/smartphone-apps-sending-intensely-personalinformation-to-facebook--whether-or-not-you-have-an.html
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/microsoft-edge-secret-whitelist-allows-facebook-toautorun-flash/
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=19210727
https://www.davidicke.com/article/469484/israel-hardware-backdoored-everything
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/2186606/chinas-social-credit-system-showsits-teeth-banning-millions
https://youtu.be/lwoyesA-vlM
https://www.zdnet.com/article/critical-vulnerabilities-uncovered-in-popular-password-managers/
https://files.catbox.moe/jopll0.pdf
https://files.catbox.moe/ugqngv.pdf
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612974/once-hailed-as-unhackable-blockchains-are-now-getting67

hacked/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2019/02/att-t-mobile-sprint-reportedly-broke-us-law-by-selling911-location-data/
https://theintercept.com/2019/02/08/jeff-bezos-protests-the-invasion-of-his-privacy-as-amazon-buildsa-sprawling-surveillance-state-for-everyone-else/
https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/71200/smartphone-apps-sending-intensely-personalinformation-to-facebook--whether-or-not-you-have-an.html
https://www.stripes.com/news/us/feds-share-watch-list-with-1-400-private-groups-1.569308
https://voat.co/v/news/3053329
https://www.zdnet.com/article/all-intel-chips-open-to-new-spoiler-non-spectre-attack-dont-expect-aquick-fix/
https://voat.co/v/technology/3075724
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2019/02/26/malware_ibm_powershell/
https://fossbytes.com/facebook-lets-anyone-view-your-profile-using-your-phone-number/
https://www.iottechtrends.com/vulnerability-ring-doorbell-fixed/
https://voat.co/v/technology/3077896
https://www.mintpressnews.com/whistleblowers-say-nsa-still-spies-american-phones-hidden-program/
256208/
https://www.wionews.com/photos/how-israel-spyware-firm-nso-operates-in-shadowy-cyber-world218782#hit-in-mexico-218759
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/whatsapp-hack-latest-breach-personal-data-security-135037749.html
https://metro.co.uk/2019/05/14/whatsapp-security-attack-put-malicious-code-iphones-androids9523698/
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https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/9069211/whatsapp-surveillance-cyber-attack-glitch/
---------------------------------------------THE PROMIS BACKDOOR
Beyond embedded journalists, news blackouts, false flag events, blacklisted and disappeared Internet
domains the plotline of America's "free press" there are now ISP-filtering programs subject to
Homeland Security guidelines that sift through emails and toss some into a black hole. Insiders and the
NSA-approved, however, can get around such protections of networks by means of the various hybrids
of the PROM IS backdoor. The 1980s theA of the Prosecutor's Management Information System
(PROMIS) software handed over the golden key that would grant most of the world to a handful of
criminals. In fact, this one crime may have been the final deal with the devil that consigned the United
States to its present shameful descent into moral turpitude. PROMIS began as a COBOL-based
program designed to track multiple offenders through multiple databases like those of the DOJ, CIA,
U.S. Attorney, IRS, etc. Its creator was a former NSA analyst named William Hamilton. About the time
that the October Surprise Iranian hostage drama was stealing the election for former California
governor Ronald Reagan and former CIA director George H.W. Bush in 1980, Hamilton was moving
his Inslaw Inc. from non-profit to for-profit status.
His intention was to keep the upgraded version of PROM IS that Inslaw had paid for and earmark a
public domain version funded by a Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) grant for the
government. With 570,000 lines of code, PROMIS was able to integrate innumerable databases without
any reprogramming and thus turn mere data into information.
With Reagan in the White House, his California cronies at the DOJ offered Inslaw a $9.6
million contract to install public-domain PROMIS in prosecutors' offices, though it was really the
enhanced PROM IS that the good-old-boy network had set its sights on. In February 1983, the chief of
Israeli antiterrorism intelligence was sent to Inslaw under an alias to see for himself the DEC VAX
enhanced version. He recognized immediately that this software would revolutionize Israeli
intelligence and crush the Palestine Inti fada. Enhanced PROMIS could extrapolate nuclear submarine
routes and destinations, track assets, trustees, and judges. Not only that, but the conspirators had a CIA
genius named Michael Riconosciuto who could enhance the enhanced version one step further, once it
was in their possession. To install public domain PROMIS in ninety-four U.S. Attorney offices as per
contract, Inslaw had to utilize its enhanced PROMIS. The DOJ made its move, demanding temporary
possession of enhanced PROMIS as collateral to ensure that all installations were completed and that
only Inslaw money had gone into the enhancements. Na'ively, Hamilton agreed. The rest is history: the
DOJ delayed payments on the $9.6 million and drove Inslaw into bankruptcy. With Edwin Meese III as
Attorney General, the bankruptcy system was little more than a political patronage system, anyway.
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The enhanced PROMIS was then passed to the brilliant multivalent computer and chemical genius
Riconosciuto, son of CIA Agent Marshall Riconosciuto.5 Recruited at sixteen, Michael had studied
with Nobel Prize-winning physicist and co-inventor of the laser Arthur Shallo. Michael was moved
from Indio to Silver Springs to Miami as he worked to insert a chip that would broadcast the contents
of whatever database was present to collection satellites and monitoring vans like the Google Street
View van, using a digital spread spectrum to make the signal look like computer noise. This Trojan
horse would grant key-club access to the backdoor of any person or institution that purchased PROM
IS software as long as the backdoor could be kept secret. Meanwhile, the drama between Hamilton and
the conspirators at DOJ continued. A quiet offer to buy out Inslaw was proffered by the investment
banking firm Allen & Co., British publisher (Daily Mirror) Robert Maxwell, the Arkansas corporation
Systematics, and Arkansas lawyer (and Clinton family friend) Webb Hubbell. Hamilton refused and
filed a $50 million lawsuit in bankruptcy court against the DOJ on June 9, 1986. Bankruptcy Judge
George F. Bason, Jr. ruled that the DOJ had indeed stolen PROMIS through trickery, fraud, and deceit,
and awarded Inslaw $6.8 million. He was unable to bring perjury charges against government officials
but recommended to the House Judiciary Committee that it conduct a full investigation of the DOJ. The
DOJ's appeal failed, but the Washington, D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals reversed everything on a
technicality. Under then-President George H.W. Bush (1989 — 1993), Inslaw's petition to the Supreme
Court in October 1991 was scorned. When the IRS lawyer requested that Inslaw be liquidated in such a
way that the U.S. Trustee program (AG Meese's feeding trough between the DOJ and IRS) could name
the trustee who would convert the assets, oversee the auction, and retain the appraisers, Judge Bason
refused.
Under then-President William Jefferson Clinton (1993 — 2001), the Court of Federal Claims
whitewashed the DOJ's destruction of Inslaw and theA of PROMIS on July 31, 1997. Judge Christine
Miller sent a 186-page advisory opinion to Congress claiming that Inslaw's complaint had no merit a
somber message to software developers seeking to do business with Attorney Generals and their DOJ.
For his integrity, Judge Bason lost his bench seat to the IRS lawyer. Throughout three administrations,
the mainstream Mockingbird media obediently covered up the Inslaw affair, enhanced PROMIS being
a master tool of inference extraction able to track and eavesdrop like nothing else. Once enhanced
PROMIS was being sold domestically and abroad so as to steal data from individuals, government
agencies, banks, and corporations everywhere, intelligence-connected Barry Kumnick~ turned
PROMIS into an artificial intelligence (AI) tool called SMART (Special Management Artificial
Reasoning Tool) that revolutionized surveillance. The DOJ promised Kumnick $25 million, then forced
him into bankruptcy as it had Hamilton. (Unlike Hamilton, Kumnick settled for a high security
clearance and work at military contractors Systematics and Northrop.) Five Eyes / Echelon and the
FBI's Carnivore / Data Collection System 1000 were promptly armed with SMART, as was closed
circuit satellite highdefinition (HD) television. With SMART, Five Eyes / Echelon intercepts for
UKUSA agencies became breathtaking.
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The next modification to Hamilton's PROMIS was Brainstorm, a behavioral recognition software,
followed by the facial recognition soAware Flexible Research System (FRS); then Semantic Web,
which looks not just for link words and embedded code but for what it means that this particular person
is following this particular thread. Then came quantum modification. The Department of Defense paid
Simulex, Inc. to develop Sentient World Simulation (SWS), a synthetic mirror of the real world with
automated continuous calibration with respect to current real-world information. The SEAS (Synthetic
Environment for Analysis and Simulations) soAware platform drives SWS to devour as many as five
million nodes of breaking news census data, shiAing economic indicators, real world weather patterns,
and social media data, then feeds it proprietary military intelligence and fictitious events to gauge their
destabilizing impact. Research into how to maintain public cognitive dissonance and learned
helplessness (psychologist Martin Seligman) help SEAS deduce human behavior.
--------------------------------------------------------YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS!
There are legitimate reasons ( http://www.learnliberty.org/videos/edward-snowden-surveillance-isabout-power/ )to want to avoid being tracked and spied-on while you're online. But aside from that,
doesn't it feel creepy knowing you're probably being watched every moment that you're online and that
information about where you go and what you do could potentially be sold to anyone at any time--to
advertisers, your health insurance company, a future employer, the government, even a snoopy
neighbor? Wouldn't you feel better not having to worry about that on top of everything else you have to
worry about every day?
First, let me start out by giving you the bad news, there is no such thing as perfect online privacy. We'll
assume for the purposes of this article that online privacy and anonymity mean roughly the same thing.
No matter what anyone tells you, online privacy (and anonymity) just doesn't exist. The fight for online
privacy is like warfare. Every time one side gets an advantage, the other side figures out how to get
around it. That means your level of online privacy is dependent on how much effort you are willing to
continually put into making yourself invisible. Let's face it, if the NSA wants to spy on you and is
willing to put more time and money into singling you out than you are willing to spend being
anonymous, then you will be spied on.
The good news is that there are things you can do to be less surveillable--and they won't cost you
anything. Remember the old story about the two friends in the woods who came across a bear. One says
to the other, "We'll never outrun this bear." The other smiles and says, "That's OK. I only have to outrun
you." That isn't exactly a perfect analogy, because any trace that you leave behind on the internet could
be used against you at some later date. But it's still better to leave less behind than the next guy. Make it
too expensive for "Them" to surveil everyone to the level that they would need to get much on you--at
least for the time being.
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The most anyone can possibly do to avoid online surveillance is to use a different computer every time
he goes on line--one that has never been on the internet before and cannot be traced to him. Then, after
a single use, he will dispose of it where it can never be found by anyone. Further, he will wear gloves, a
ski mask, and dark glasses and go to some public wifi hot spot with hundreds of people using it in a
town far away from where he lives (a different town each time). Then he will avoid sites he has
frequented in the past and never log on to any site with a password. And he will leave no finger prints
or DNS evidence behind... So, obviously, no one is going to actually do this--unless he is in some
really, really deep trouble. But, barring that, no sane person is going to put out this level of effort to be
anonymous every time he goes on the internet.
So, what level of effort is reasonable? Well, it depends on what you are trying to accomplish. But let's
assume you are not doing anything illegal. You just want to access your email and surf the internet,
maybe buy something on Amazon. In other words, you are the average consumer. Well, there's some
more bad news. Given a reasonable level of effort, you can't be anonymous on any website where you
enter a password. Once you type your password, you have identified yourself. That's the point of a
password. So, some level of anonymity can only be achieved when you don't enter a password during
the period of time that you're logged on to the internet. I know that's probably not what you were
hoping to hear. But unless you are someone like Edward Snowden fleeing from the NSA, or on the
FBI's ten-most-wanted list, you'll probably not be willing to expend the amount of effort I spelled out
above to get the level of online privacy that it would take to keep yourself really, really anonymous.
Assessing Threats
Given that you are willing to make an effort to achieve a reasonable level of anonymity, how do you go
about it? The first thing you need to do is to understand who "They" are and how they are watching
you. The first group that is watching you is the companies who are hoping to make a buck off of you or
off of information about what you are doing on line. These are companies like your internet service
provider, Google, Google Analytics, Microsoft, Facebook, WordPress, Squarespace, their competitors,
and every website that uses web development software written by these companies or their competitors.
The problem is that their software is used on just about every website these days. So, chances are
extremely good that if you visit a website that sponsors advertisements, tracks the number of hits it
receives, or allows you to make comments or fill out any kind of a form, you are being identified and
tracked online. (By the way, this website, The Cheapskate's Guide to Computers and the Internet, only
uses open-source software and does not attempt to identify or track you in any way.) If you are using an
internet browser or operating system written by Google, like Chrome or Android, you are also being
identified and tracked. If you are using Windows 10, you are being identified and tracked online. That
covers just about everyone who accesses the internet.
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The next group that is watching you works for a government. These are the NSA and possibly the CIA
and FBI and other US government agencies (there are 17 government intelligence agencies in the US)
and their foreign equivalents. For the time being, all the US government agencies want is to make sure
that you are not a criminal or a terrorist--and to make sure they know where you are at all times, in case
you ever decide to commit a crime or become a terrorist. In the future, who knows? Governments of
some countries make it a crime to speak out against them, so you can probably figure out why they may
want to watch their citizens. And the British government seems to want to spy on its people ... well
apparently it just likes spying on its people. I don't know how else to account for the level of
surveillance in Britain.
The next group that is watching you is composed of thieves. These are people who want your
passwords, so they can empty out your bank accounts. Or they may want to use your online accounts,
so they can hide while they steal from others. They may also want to convince you that they are
actually a nigerian prince ( https://www.bbb.org/new-york-city/get-consumer-help/articles/the-nigerianprince-old-scam-new-twist/ ) who has no other place to keep his money safe except in your trustworthy
hands.
The next group that is watching you is the hackers who are not thieves. Mostly, they just want to snoop
and to practice snooping so as to improve their ability to snoop. They want to know everything about
everyone, especially governments and large corporations. And sometimes they want to get notoriety for
revealing that information. Maybe some want to fix the broken systems that we all live under to make
the world a better place.
Reasonable questions for you, the average consumer, to ask are, which groups, if any, can you protect
yourself from, and how hard should you be trying? In order to be able to answer these questions, let's
look at a few things. In the three lists which follow, I've assumed that the governments to which I am
referring are Western "democratic" governments. The first list is a probable ranking of the above
groups from most to least difficult to protect yourself from:
Governments
Hackers
Corporations
Thieves
Next, the ranking from most to least likely to be spying on you probably looks like this:
Corporations
Governments
Thieves
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Hackers
Lastly, the amount of damage from most to least that these groups could do to you while spying on you
probably looks like this:
Thieves
Governments
Corporations
Hackers
Taken together, the three lists above suggest the following. First, you shouldn't be worried about
hackers, because they probably aren't spying on you. But even if they are, you can't do anything about
it. And you really don't have much to fear from them, even if they are spying on you. Second, you
should definitely be trying to protect yourself from thieves, because you have the most to fear from
them, there is a reasonable likelihood that they are trying to spy on you, and they are the easiest group
to protect yourself from. Next, Corporations probably aren't going to do you much damage by spying
on you, even though they are certainly spying on you, although you have a chance, with vigilance on
you part, of protecting yourself from them. So, whether you want to try to protect yourself from
corporations is a judgment call that you'll have to make. And, lastly, governments are spying on you.
And you have nearly as much reason to fear them as to fear thieves. However, governments are the
hardest to protect yourself from. So, though you may be tempted to give up on trying to protect
yourself from governments, due to the difficulty of doing so, you should probably be looking for ways
to protect yourself from them. By the way, it makes sense that you have nearly as much to fear from
governments spying on you as from thieves, since according to Paul Kennedy, who wrote The Rise and
Fall of the Great Powers, ( https://www.amazon.com/Rise-Fall-Great-Powers/dp/0679720197 )
governments are nothing more than institutionalized thievery. One more thing to note about
government spying is that the numbers of people they are spying on is at least in the millions--if not a
very significant portion of everyone on the planet, judging by what we know about the NSA
(https://www.eff.org/nsa-spying). Also, see this
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PRISM_(surveillance_program) and this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB4Gn0u4DSE

Threat-Tailoring Approaches
So, now that we have established that we need to fear thieves, governments, and corporations, in that
order, let's talk about what we can do about each. Thieves' main methods of attack are through social
engineering attacks (https://www.incapsula.com/web-application-security/social-engineeringattack.html). Social engineering works mainly through phone calls, offers on web sites, and email. A
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thief may call you on the phone or send you an email to try to scam you by saying they are someone
else who has a legitimate need for your information. For example, they may pretend to be the IRS and
ask for your tax information, including your banking information and social security number. A thief
may have a website with a message that pops up saying that your computer is infected with a virus and
telling you to call a phone number. This is never legitimate. To avoid being scammed through email,
many people advise you not to open emails from people you don't know. That's like never answering
your phone unless you recognize the person calling. You may miss legitimate calls. But it is safer than
talking to every caller. Avoid clicking on links in emails or opening attachments, because they may
execute malware programs or take you to fake websites. Also 2-factor authentication is another layer of
protection against thieves. By the way, you cannot protect yourself from thieves who steal your
information out of companies' computers; however, the one exception is that you can encrypt your data
before giving it to online services like Dropbox or sending it in emails. Often thieves will hide malware
in software that looks legitimate. Don't load software onto your phone or computer from any sources
that you don't trust, which is just about every source on the internet except for official Microsoft and
Google websites and Linux distribution repositories. With any other software, including web browser
add-ons, you are risking your privacy and security. If you have to load software from another source,
some of the less risky sources can be found here ( https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/9-cleanest-safestwebsites-download-free-software-windows/). One way of telling if you may have malware on your
computer that is transmitting information to a thief is to see what ports you have open. You can do this
using the Shieldsup test (https://www.grc.com/x/ne.dll?rh1dkyd2). You should not see any ports open
while you are online. If you want even more online security, my personal recommendations are to not
bank online and to consider using my three-USB stick method. Also, since threats, threat prevention
software, and threat prevention techniques change continuously, it is important to keep yourself aware
of the latest information.
Protecting yourself from corporate spying requires even more effort. It also requires even more
knowledge. No gadget out there will do the work for you. Every time I've seen someone offer
consumers a gadget, I've seen someone else explain why it's not very effective--at least, not so far. That
leaves software. First, your Internet Service Provider (ISP) can see everything you do online. You
probably can't do anything to completely change that; however, you can make it a little harder for them.
First, use another DNS server, not your ISP's. This will make it slightly harder for them to see which
websites you visit. It is also possible to encrypt your DNS traffic (
https://www.opendns.com/about/innovations/dnscrypt/ ). This prevents your ISP from from seeing
which websites you're visiting by examining the DNS headers in individual packets coming across its
servers. Then, take full advantage of the built-in encryption on the internet by only using HTTPS
websites, where possible. Many people suggest using a VPN service. However, studies have shown that
most VPN services don't actually work when it comes to hiding your activities from your ISP. Note that
HTTPS and VPN's can no longer protect you from government surveillance.
https://cheapskatesguide.org/articles/no-online-bank-account.html
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To protect yourself from being tracked online by corporations other than your ISP, like Google and
Facebook, many people recommend that you use anti-tracking software--like, for example, Privacy
Badger. The bad news is that anti-tracking software, including anti-tracking settings in your browser
and deletion of tracking cookies are far from 100% effective. There is a technique called fingerprinting
that takes all the information that your browser puts out to websites and uses it to uniquely identify
you, no matter what anonymizing or anti-tracking measures you have taken. It is extremely difficult to
circumvent fingerprinting, because all browsers transmit information to websites. I have never tried
using an ancient web browser like Lynx to see if it may transmit significantly less data than the average
modern web browser, but it's worth a shot. However, since a lot of corporate tracking techniques rely
on your own web browser to do their work for them, one thing you can do to thwart them to some
extent is to turn off javascript in your browser.
https://helpeverybody.wpengine.com/websocial-media/1409-you-have-no-idea-how-many-visitorsyour-website-gets
You can test to what extent your browser is transmitting unique information using these sites:
panopticlick.com, Shieldsup, and ip-check.info.
https://panopticlick.eff.org/
https://www.grc.com/shieldsup
https://cheapskatesguide.org/articles/ip-check.info?/lang=en
These sites confirm that browsers transmit a lot of data that can be used for fingerprinting. From
playing around with these sites, I have noticed that turning off javascript in my browser does help
some. Also the TOR browser seems to transmit less data than most, but even it is not completely
effective. The added benefit that you get from the TOR browser and especially the TAILS operating
system is that they block your IP address from the websites you visit. You want to try several browsers
to see which one transmits the least information. Perhaps you will be lucky enough to find a browser
that transmits less information than the TOR browser.
The next thing to be aware of is that corporations have methods other than tracking to spy on you.
There is a saying that if a corporation is offering you their product for free, you are their product. This
means that corporations that offer you free services are selling the data they collect from you in order to
be able to provide you with these services. So, chances are that companies that provide you with free
email are reading your email. We know that, in addition to tracking you, Facebook reads your posts and
knows who your friends are, and that is just the beginning of Facebook's spying methods. Free online
surveys are just ways of collecting more data from you. Companies also monitor your credit card
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transactions and sell your online dating profiles. If you have a Samsung TV that is connected to the
internet, it's probably recording what you watch and may even be listening to your private
conversations in your home. In fact, anything that you have in your home that is connected to the
internet may be spying on you, right down to your internet-connected light bulb. With a few
exceptions, online search engines monitor and log your searches. One of the exceptions is the
ixquick.com search engine, which is headquartered in Europe. The steps to counter the nearly
ubiquitous activities of free service providers would be to pay for services you receive online, read
website privacy agreements, and not buy products that are known to be spying on you. However, the
only way to be really secure from corporations using the internet to spy on you is to never connect to
the internet or buy any internet-connected appliances. Welcome back to the 1980's.
Protecting yourself from government spying while you are on the internet is the hardest and requires
the most knowledge. The biggest problem is that unless a whistle-blower like Edward Snowden tells
us, we have no way of knowing how governments may potentially be spying on us. That means that we
have no way of protecting ourselves 100% of the time from government spying. Some things whistleblowers have revealed ( https://secureswissdata.com/9-ways-government-spying-on-internet-activity/ )
are that the US government logs the meta data from all phone calls (who calls who and when), secretly
forces internet service providers and providers of other services to allow it to "listen in on" and record
all traffic going through their servers, reads nearly all email sent from everywhere in the world, and
tracks the locations of all cell phones (even when they're turned off). And, although I am not aware of
any specific whistle-blower revelations on this, there is every reason to believe that the US government
(and perhaps others, including China's) has backdoors built into all computer hardware and operating
system software for monitoring everything we do on our cell phones, tablets, laptops, desktop
computers, and routers. ( https://www.eteknix.com/nsa-may-backdoors-built-intel-amd-processors/ )
See also this. Because Lenovo computers are manufactured in China, the US government has issued
warnings to all US government agencies and subcontractors to strongly discourage them from using
Lenovo computers. And the US government probably has backdoors (
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/a-brief-history-of-the-nsa-attempting-to-insert-backdoors-intoencrypted-data ) into all commercially-available encryption software, with the possible exception of
Truecrypt version 7.1a. I hope you are understanding now the magnitude of the lengths that
governments are going to (using your tax money) to spy on you. In truth, we are now approaching the
level of government spying that George Orwell warned about in his book, 1984
So what can we practically do to protect ourselves from government spying? Seriously, there isn't
much, if we want to use cell phones, credit cards, and the internet. About all we can do, if we
absolutely need to have a private conversation, is to have a face-to-face meeting without any
electronics within microphone range. That includes cell phones, Samsung TV's, video cameras,
computers, or land-line telephones. And don't travel to the meeting place using long-distance
commercial transportation. Sending a letter through the US mail is the next best, although it is known
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that the outsides of all mail sent through the US mail are photographed, and the pictures are stored. So,
don't put your return address on the envelope. (
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/new_york_times_post_office_photocopies_envelopes_of_all_
mail_sent_in_the_us/ ) As far as surfing the internet is concerned, begin with all the precautions that I
outlined above to protect yourself from corporate spying (except HTTPS and VPN's). Then, add the
TAILS operating system on a USB stick. As I said, TAILS will not prevent you from being identified
and tracked via the fingerprinting method. And who can be sure whether the government has a
backdoor in TAILS? As far as I know, the super-paranoid, hoody and sunglasses method I outlined
above is is the next step.
Some people recommend using ProtonMail to send private emails (and then, only to other ProtonMail
users). In order for this to work, ProtonMail would have to provide both the sender and the receiver
with software that runs on their computers to encrypt and decrypt the contents of their emails before
they are sent over the government-monitored internet lines. Or you could encrypt the contents yourself
with a prearranged password (from that face-to-face meeting you had). Be sure to use an extremely
secure password! The real benefit of ProtonMail is not its encryption (because it's more secure to do
that yourself), but the fact that the emails are stored in Switzerland, where the US government can't get
them. But, if the government has a backdoor into either the encryption software that you used or that
ProtonMail used to encrypt your email, then encryption does you no good if the US government ever
manages to get their hands on your emails. (See this, this, and this.) All we know is that Snowden
provided evidence in 2014 that the NSA had not cracked Truecrypt. Whether that is still the case today
is unknown.
Be aware that simply the use of methods of avoiding government spying techniques may make you a
target. This includes the use of encryption and TAILS. However, if millions and millions of law-abiding
people begin to actively use these methods, then the NSA cannot put them under significantly more
scrutiny than that to which it is already subjecting the rest of the world. This alone is an argument for
their use.
-----------------------------------------------

Experts warns of ‘epidemic’ of bugging devices used by stalkers - By James Hockaday
Stalkers are using cheap bugging devices hidden in everyday household items
More funding and legal powers are needed for police to stop a surge of stalkers using eavesdropping
devices to spy on victims, experts have warned.
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Firms paid to detect the bugs say they’re finding more and more of the devices which are readily
available on online marketplaces like Amazon and eBay.
Jack Lazzereschi, Technical Director of bug sweeping company Shapestones, says cases of stalking and
victims being blackmailed with intimate footage shot in secret has doubled in the past two years.
He told Metro.co.uk: ‘The police want to do something about it, they try to, but usually they don’t have
the legal power or the resources to investigate.
‘For us it’s a problem. We try to protect the client, we want to assure that somebody has been
protected.’
Advert for a hidden camera device planted inside a fire/smoke alarm sold on Amazon
People are paying as little as £15 for listening devices and spy cameras hidden inside desk lamps, wall
sockets, phone charger cables, USB sticks and picture frames.
Users insert a sim card into a hidden slot and call a number to listen in on their unwitting targets.
People using hidden cameras can watch what’s happening using an apps on their phones.
Jack says the devices are so effective, cheap and hard to trace to their users, law enforcement prefer
using them over expensive old-school devices.
Although every case is different, in situations where homeowners plant devices in their own properties,
Jack says there’s usually a legal ‘grey area’ to avoid prosecution.
The devices themselves aren’t illegal and they are usually marketed for legitimate purposes like
protection, making it difficult for cops to investigate.
There is no suggestion online marketplaces like eBay and Amazon are breaking the law by selling
them.
But in some instances, images of women in their underwear have been used in listings – implying more
sinister uses for the devices.
Even in cases when people are more clearly breaking the law, Jack says it’s unlikely perpetrators will
be brought to justice as overstretched police will prioritise resources to stop violent crime.
Jack’s says around 60 per cent of his firm’s non-corporate cases cases involve stalking or blackmail.
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He says it’s become an ‘epidemic’ over the past couple of years with the gadgets more readily available
than ever before.
Jack Lazzereschi says he’s seen stalking cases double in a few years
Victims are often filmed naked or having sex and threatened with the threat of footage being put online
and in the worst cases children are also recorded.
Jack says UK law is woefully unprepared to deal with these devices compared to countries in the
Asian-Pacific region.
In South Korea authorities have cracked down on a scourge of perverts planting cameras in public
toilets.
James Williams, director of bug sweepers QCC Global says snooping devices used to be the preserve
of people with deep pockets and technological know-how.
He said: ‘It’s gone from that to really being at a place where anybody can just buy a device from the
internet.
‘Anything you can possibly think of you can buy with a bug built into it. I would say they’re getting
used increasingly across the board.’
Suky Bhaker, Acting CEO of the Suzy Lamplugh Trust, which runs the National Stalking Helpline,
warned using these gadgets could be a prelude to physical violence.
Smiling pug walking in summer parkSunscreen and shade: How to protect your pet from the summer
heat
She said: ‘We know that stalking and coercive control are extremely dangerous and can cause huge
harm to the victim, both in terms of their psychological wellbeing and the potential for escalation to
physical violence or even murder.
‘The use of surveillance devices or spyware apps by stalkers, must be seen in the context of a pattern of
obsessive, fixated behaviour which aims at controlling and monitoring the victim.
She added: ‘There should be clarity for police forces that the use of surveillance equipment by stalkers
to monitor their victim’s location or communications is a sign that serious and dangerous abuse may be
present or imminent.’
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‘All cases of stalking or coercive control should be taken seriously and investigated when reported to
police.’
The charity is calling for all police forces across the country to train staff in this area.
Earlier this month a policeman known only by his surname Mills was barred from the profession for
life for repeatedly dismissing pleas for help from 19-year-old Shana Grice who was eventually
murdered by her stalker ex-boyfriend Michel Lane.
A spokesman for eBay said: ‘The listing of mini cameras on eBay is permitted for legitimate items like
baby monitors or doorbell cameras.
‘However, items intended to be used as spying devices are banned from eBay’s UK platform in
accordance with the law and our policy.
‘We have filters in place to block prohibited items, and all the items flagged by Metro have now been
removed.’
Face-tracking harvesters grab one picture of you and then use AI to find every other digital picture of
you on Earth and open every social media post, resume, news clipping, dating account etc. and sell the
full dossier on you to Axciom, the NSA, Political manipulators etc. and hack your bank accounts and
credit cards. Never put an unsecured photo of yourself online.
===========================
Who’s Watching Your WebEx? Webex has many back-door spy paths built in
KrebsOnSecurity spent a good part of the past week working with Cisco to alert more than four dozen
companies — many of them household names — about regular corporate WebEx conference meetings
that lack passwords and are thus open to anyone who wants to listen in.

Department of Energy’s WebEx meetings.
At issue are recurring video- and audio conference-based meetings that companies make available to
their employees via WebEx, a set of online conferencing tools run by Cisco. These services allow
customers to password-protect meetings, but it was trivial to find dozens of major companies that do
not follow this basic best practice and allow virtually anyone to join daily meetings about apparently
internal discussions and planning sessions.
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Many of the meetings that can be found by a cursory search within an organization’s “Events Center”
listing on Webex.com seem to be intended for public viewing, such as product demonstrations and
presentations for prospective customers and clients. However, from there it is often easy to discover a
host of other, more proprietary WebEx meetings simply by clicking through the daily and weekly
meetings listed in each organization’s “Meeting Center” section on the Webex.com site.
Some of the more interesting, non-password-protected recurring meetings I found include those from
Charles Schwab, CSC, CBS, CVS, The U.S. Department of Energy, Fannie Mae, Jones Day,
Orbitz, Paychex Services, and Union Pacific. Some entities even also allowed access to archived
event recordings.
Cisco began reaching out to each of these companies about a week ago, and today released an allcustomer alert (PDF) pointing customers to a consolidated best-practices document written for Cisco
WebEx site administrators and users.
“In the first week of October, we were contacted by a leading security researcher,” Cisco wrote. “He
showed us that some WebEx customer sites were publicly displaying meeting information online,
including meeting Time, Topic, Host, and Duration. Some sites also included a ‘join meeting’ link.”
==========================
Quest Diagnostics Says All 12 Million Patients May Have Had Financial, Medical, Personal
Information Breached. It includes credit card numbers and bank account information, according to a
filing... HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU NEED TO BE TOLD: "NEVER, EVER, GIVE TRUE
INFORMATION TO ANY COMPANY THAT USES A NETWORK OR MAKES YOU SIGN-IN TO
ANYTHING ONLINE!"
https://khn.org/news/a-wake-up-call-on-data-collecting-smart-beds-and-sleep-apps/

==========================

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hackers-may-soon-be-able-to-tell-what-youre-typingjust-by-hearing-youtype-11559700120
https://sputniknews.com/science/201906051075646555-chinese-cyborg-future-chip/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/average-us-time-spent-with-mobile-in-2019-has-increased
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-ransomware-20190603-story.html
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https://thehill.com/homenews/media/447532-news-industry-joins-calls-for-more-scrutiny-of-big-tech
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/the-future-will-be-recorded-on-your-smart-speaker-1.1270598
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/jun/9/robert-mueller-exploited-cell-phone-gps-tracktrum/
https://www.theorganicprepper.com/the-unholy-alliance-between-dna-sites-and-facial-recognition/

Google still keeps a list of everything you ever bought using Gmail, even if you delete all your
emails, and provides that data to political parties, the NSA and marketing companies so they can
manipulate you
Todd Haselton@robotodd
Key Points
• Google Gmail keeps a log of everything you buy.
• Google says this is so you can ask Google Assistant about the status of an order or reorder
something.
• It also says you can delete this log by deleting the email, but three weeks after we deleted all
email, the list is still there.
Google and other tech companies have been under fire recently for a variety of issues, including failing
to protect user data, failing to disclose how data is collected and used and failing to police the content
posted to their services.
Companies such as Google have embedded themselves in our lives with useful services including
Gmail, Google Maps and Google Search, as well as smart products such as the Google Assistant which
can answer our questions on a whim. The benefits of these tools come at the cost of our privacy,
however, because while Google says that privacy should not be a “luxury good, ” it’s still going to
great lengths to collect as much detail as possible about its users and making it more difficult than
necessary for users to track what’s collected about them and delete it.

Here’s the latest case in point.
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In May, I wrote up something weird I spotted on Google’s account management page. I noticed that
Google uses Gmail to store a list of everything you’ve purchased, if you used Gmail or your Gmail
address in any part of the transaction.
If you have a confirmation for a prescription you picked up at a pharmacy that went into your Gmail
account, Google logs it. If you have a receipt from Macy’s, Google keeps it. If you bought food for
delivery and the receipt went to your Gmail, Google stores that, too.
You get the idea, and you can see your own purchase history by going to Google’s Purchases page.
Google says it does this so you can use Google Assistant to track packages or reorder things, even if
that’s not an option for some purchases that aren’t mailed or wouldn’t be reordered, like something you
bought a store.

At the time of my original story, Google said users can delete everything by tapping into a purchase
and removing the Gmail. It seemed to work if you did this for each purchase, one by one. This isn’t
easy — for years worth of purchases, this would take hours or even days of time.
So, since Google doesn’t let you bulk-delete this purchases list, I decided to delete everything in my
Gmail inbox. That meant removing every last message I’ve sent or received since I opened my Gmail
account more than a decade ago.
Despite Google’s assurances, it didn’t work.
Like a horror movie villain that just won’t die
On Friday, three weeks after I deleted every Gmail, I checked my purchases list.
I still see receipts for things I bought years ago. Prescriptions, food deliveries, books I bought on
Amazon, music I purchased from iTunes, a subscription to Xbox Live I bought from Microsoft -- it’s
all there.
A list of my purchases Google pulled in from Gmail.
Todd Haselton | CNBC
Google continues to show me purchases I’ve made recently, too.
I can’t delete anything and I can’t turn it off.
When I click on an individual purchase and try to remove it — it says I can do this by deleting the
email, after all — it just redirects to my inbox and not to the original email message for me to delete,
since that email no longer exists.
So Google is caching or saving this private information somewhere else that isn’t just tied to my Gmail
account.
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When I wrote my original story, a Google spokesperson insisted this list is only for my use, and said
the company views it as a convenience. Later, the company followed up to say this data is used to “help
you get things done, like track a package or reorder food.”
But it’s a convenience I never asked for, and the fact that Google compiles and stores this information
regardless of what I say or do is a bit creepy.
A spokesperson was not immediately available to comment on this latest development.
But it shows once again how tech companies often treat user privacy as a low-priority afterthought and
will only make changes if user outrage forces their hand.
https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2019/07/07/fbi-ice-use-driver-license-photos-withoutowners-knowledge-consent/WmDbiCrNNWaWQrVrp7q3CL/story.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/07/08/tfl-begins-tracking-london-undergroundcommuters-using-wi-fi/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fbi-ice-find-state-drivers-license-photos-are-a-gold-mine-forfacial-recognition-searches/ar-AADZk0d
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All of this material is open source public domain news from publicly posted material on the internet
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